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After every happiness comes misery; they may be far

apart or near. The more advanced the soul, the more

quickly does one follow the other. What we want is

neither happiness nor misery. Both make us forget

our true nature; both are chains--one iron, one gold;

behind both is the Atman, who knows neither

happiness nor misery. These are states, and states

must ever change; but the nature of the Atman is

bliss, peace, unchanging. We have not to get it, we

have it; only wash away the dross and see it.

-- Swami Vivekananda
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A Contextual Apprehension of the
'a' priori' in Vi¿iÀt¡dvaita

Dr. N. Usha Devi

The problem of apprehension of the 'a priori' is discussed
by many in terms of its nature, validity and limits. But a
sincere assertive utterance on the nature of the 'a priori' is
a subjective expression that requires the overhauling of  the
explicit limitation caused by something  on the 'a' priori', if
any,  and its possible apprehension  an inexpressible  veritate.
The notional and relational considerations of this here assume
crucial significance within the context of the so-called
conceptual 'knowledge' (jµ¡na) realm which in majority of the
philosophical systems in India admittedly had sourced in the
Canonical texts of Vedas, UpaniÀads and Brahmas£tras. This
'knowledge' has a distinctive differentiation from the
individuating knowledge that is characteristically regarded as
'human'. The subjective knowledge is 'Consciousness', to be
precise, that has a supposed unity of existence- the 'oneness'
and to the common experiential realm imperceptible and
indefinable through words. Whatsoever difference or distin-
guishing feature that has been acknowledged  as traceable to
the  Canonical texts which most of the philosophers of India
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believe to be the direct revelations of the Supreme Being  are
the methodological variations in the intuitive interpretations
only. Accordingly, for its appropriateness, such varied
interpretations suggesting any specification in characterization
of the 'a'priori' concept or finding non-distinction conceptu-
alizing the so-called Absolute depends on the human
knowledge of the facts regarding the 'a'priori', the de re of
thoughts.   In contrast, the De Facto ever comes as a primary
necessity for the 'human knowledge' and for an understanding
of the non-distinctive plane that has the 'true knowledge'
content that never demands such a specification. This is the
root of the following discussion on the Vi¿iÀt¡dvaita
propounded by Sri R¡m¡nujac¡rya. Ved¡ntade¿ika stands as
a clear exponent of the system put forth by Ramanuja and
he was a great unchallengeable philosopher of those days.
Even the system by ár¢ áa´kara needed a much laborious
effort to counter the arguments of Desika.

However, it is no doubt acknowledgeable that the Vedanta
texts like the UpaniÀads and the Brahmas£tras are not easy
to digest without a clear interpretation. In this process of
interpretation, one will come to understand that the same texts
can lead to multidimensional arguments or commentaries, for,
the deliberations are in the form of succinctness of sutras and
also there is no prior philosophical tradition to rely upon.
Accordingly, the different philosophers independently inter-
preted them based on their contextual premises taking validity
and limitations of factual experience. Even though a manifold
interpretation on the Ved¡nta texts is involuntary to mankind,
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it is to be noted that in its entirety, the Ved¡ntic thought is
not woven out of the mind of a commentator but has its source
the disclosure from the Highest Being- the conscious
presentation of the truth and arguably unchallengeable. Hence
the most significant concern for an interpreter is to see that
the fundamental thoughts are to be aesthetically understood
properly with their real implications subject to the act of
knowing. Another important point here to deliberate is that
the Ved¡nta texts themselves presuppose the knowledge of the
Absolute in an indirect way adducing three different ways like,
those texts with non-dual approach (Abheda sruti), those with
dualistic approach (bheda sruti) and those other than both dual
and non-dual approach (Bhed¡bheda Sruti). However, it can
be said that whatever may be the methodology of interpretation
the Vedanta texts clearly point out to aim at the final
realization of the absolute. Here we can quote the words of
ári Hanum¡n when he was asked by ár¢ R¡ma about the
relation between both. Hanum¡n answers in the following way:

'Dehabudhy¡ da¿oham, j¢vabudhy¡ tvamamsah,
¡tmabudhy¡ tvamevaham, iti me niscitava matih, Balarama
Murthy Vempaty: Hanum¡n Vibh£ti)

From the standpoint of physical body I am your servant,
from the standpoint of j¢va I am part of you and from the
standpoint of Ëtman I am one and the same as you'. From
the viewpoint of Ved¡nta philosophy the first view is that of
Dvaita, second  Vi¿iÀt¡dvaita, and the third Non-dual Advaita.
Again, the three stand points suggest Bhakti, áraddh¡ and
Jµ¡na respectively leading to Salvation which the three
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streams of philosophy highlight. An inquiry into the view of
Vi¿iÀt¡dvaitav¡da in the context of Advaitavada is the theme
of the deliberation here.

Ved¡nta, Advaita and Vi¿iÀt¡dvaita --- A Contemplative
Philosophical Exegesis

The most poignant and questionable conjecture in the
Ved¡ntic philosophic context debated on several paradigm of
thoughts vindicating the stand of the great philosophers ár¢
R¡m¡nuja and ár¢ áa´kara, shows an analytical divide
between the  two on the nature of  Reality and reality of the
world. That whether the Highest Being is determinate or
indeterminate and if the latter is the case, why Reason has
not determined itself, this being and if the case is the former
one why and how the tacit Being is determinable through
reasoning in its real form count for modes of presentation
associated with contextual and intuitional considerations.
Here, it is also significant to look into the counter arguments
for genuine assertions on propositional contents required to
know the position of the Reality that sustains the world-
appearance and the unity of the world and the Reality itself.
Here comes the two cardinal philosophical apprehensions in
Advaita- the Absolute as non-dual and in the Vi¿iÀt¡dvaita-
the Absolute marked difference in unity involving a theistic
tendency. A  significant departure relates with the notion of
the world - Advaita believing in the theory of the world as
an appearance of the Reality traceable to the cause- the avidya
or M¡y¡ and the Vi¿iÀt¡dvaita conceiving the world as a
process-notion of the Self consistent with the dynamic notion

12



of the Being. Ultimately it is the notion of the Identity: Identity
---in- difference paradox where the former denotes the unity
of Existence. For the Vi¿iÀt¡dvaita, identity- in- difference is
due to the specificity of attributes to the so-called Absolute
Self and the Self in its process (as a result of will and action)
as the multifarious world- metaphorically it is represented by
the fruit of pomegranate wherein the Reality is the entire fruit
with the jivas forming the seeds and the Universe is the rind.
In the case of Advaita, the Reality or the Absolute due to
its association with the inexplicable source avidy¡ proceeds
to manifest into the multitudes of the world. áa´kara, in his
elaboration in the Ved¡ntas£tra III.ii, puts forth reasons for
accepting the attributelessness of the Absolute while Ramanuja
takes it for interpretation of the Highest as free from sorrows
(puruÀ¡rtha) and possessed of auspicious qualities. As for
áa´kara, the Nirgu¸a Brahman becomes Ì¿vara by its
association with M¡y¡ and as such, the Sagu¸a Brahman
endowed with attributes and the world have Reality as
accepted by R¡m¡nuja. The problem addressed here is : for
áa´kara, the M¡y¡ is liable to destruction though it is
beginningless whereas for R¡m¡nuja, this M¡y¡ is indestruc-
tible since it is anadi. The question here is: how an an¡di
become destructible?

Predilections on the theoretical inexactness

The preoccupation of the Advaita Ved¡nta with the
destructibility of M¡y¡ can be explained in the following way:
For Advaita and Vi¿iÀt¡dvaita, Brahman is Ëtman. He is
considered as the Up¡d¡nak¡ra¸a and the Nimittak¡ra¸a,
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M¡y¡ is considered as the instrumental cause (up¡d¡nak¡ra¸a)
only in its secondary sense. Transformation in Brahman,
according to Vi¿iÀt¡dvaita comes in the form of Pari¸¡ma as
determined by Brahman Itself through its own will. But for
áa´kara, the manifestation is a result of associated adjunct
(avidy¡). Here it becomes clear that in the manifestation of
the unmanifest Brahman, only M¡y¡ is the causative adjunct
that makes the Reality appear as such and such and this
Reality- manifest is cognizable through the highest knowledge.
But for R¡m¡nuja, to be accurate Brahman is subject to
Pari¸¡ma. If Brahman is subject to pari¸¡ma, will there be
any Reality left as such? If this is the case, then whether avidy¡
exists is merely indicated to the state of experience. If any
view is against the possibility of existence of avidy¡ and thus
could claim that there is no need to consider Brahman without
specific attributes. In that case the unity in Brahman should
be made in terms of identity- in- difference.

The distinction between the Advaita and Vi¿iÀt¡dvaita can
be set up in a more simplified way. Advaita does not accept
any specific attribute in Brahman for any identifiable
constituent will objectify the One which is the pure subject
and non-dual. But for R¡m¡nuja, a distinction in Brahman is
essential as an inherent constituent. Does this not elude to be
the notion of a subjective belief proposition- a singular
proposition that has its essential constituents the will and
action? áa´kara here posits the empirical level of Reality
which is an appearance of the Reality emerged from the
inexplicable M¡y¡. This terminological point is distinctly

14



traceable to the discarding of what is referred to as
'manifestation' in Advaita. Quoting Ch¡ndogyopaniÀad, áa´kara
asserts: 'Those who imagine that that which is free from all
determination is as good as non-being are the false-minded.
Therefore the ultimate Reality being Brahman is that which
gives meaning to life, for, being cannot be explained as arising
from non-being. Consciousness alone is the essence of
Brahman but it is not at all predictable. Since any subject-
attribute category falsifies rather than exposes the relation
between Brahman and Consciousness, Consciousness is
inseparable from Brahman. In Brahman there is no distinction
of knower and known'. For áa´kara, knowledge has the
function to reveal the real nature of things. Logically stating,
he holds: 'to deny this is to deny the relation of logic to Truth'
and therefore the knowledge of the real nature of a thing does
not depend on human notions but the thing itself. For
R¡m¡nuja, if the above-mentioned argument is acceptable,
then why not the coherence of will and action in Brahman
be unacceptable? This is a crucial question and from the
viewpoint of áa´kara this cannot be deniable but only for that
which is the 'appearance' of Reality. So it can be said that
the 'de re' (the thoughts that denote Brahman as attributeless)
thoughts have a distinctive preference over 'de facto' or the
one attributed. As far as the world or the contextual Reality
is concerned, there is no much difference in the 'de re' and
the 'de facto', for, this attributed Reality is existent as far as
the world appearance is real. Further, as Ramanuja holds, an
assertive utterance on a real subject can be possible only if
it has name and form expressing the requirement for a
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specified attribute to manifest itself into the case of plurality.
One can indeed gather from the posited notion that the being
really exists as action and will of God expresses itself as the
plurality and that makes the Reality perfectly intelligible. This
seems to be due to the conceptualization of the cause as a
contextual connection to the presumed reality of the world.
But for áa´kara, the contextual is a requirement only until
the sublation of the world and deeper understanding
necessitates a non-conceptual, non-contextual, 'de  re' being
which is Brahman as Consciousness. In this context, Sankara
puts forth these arguments: the distinction between vi¿eÀavijµ¡na
and nirvi¿eÀavijµ¡na, i.e. knowledge of the Reality as limited
by name and form and Reality as unlimited by any adjunct
deserves attention, for, all limiting adjuncts are nothing other
than Brahman, the Reality and as such, a thing cannot be
limited by its own self. Apart from the above argument
áa´kara views Being as homogeneous Consciousness with the
nature of bliss. The particulars are the determinations of the
Being and as such cannot be the Absolute. Contrary to this,
R¡m¡nuja views that the variety of attributes makes the Reality
to express completely itself in its richness. Further, R¡m¡nuja
argues that knowledge whether human or divine has relational
expression and hence it is involved in a dynamic process
wherein more and more relations come into existence. áa´kara
accepts only a non-relational knowledge in the Absolute. The
most vital point that emerges from the above discussion is
that Brahman is nirvisesa for áa´kara whereas It is
Cidacidvi¿iÀta for R¡m¡nuja. This is centred on the concept
of explaining the scriptural statement : 'Sarvam khalvidam

16



Brahma'. There is identity of Brahman and the world based
on the s¡m¡n¡dhikara¸ya between sarvam and Brahman. As
such, for áa´kara, since Brahman is áuddhacaitanya, there is
no distinction of particular jiva and prakrti. But R¡m¡nuja
holds that since Brahman is cidacidvi¿iÀta, ap¤thaksiddhavi¿eÀas
or inseparable qualities are attributed to It. It can be said that
áa´kara applies this method to explain the superimposition of
the world on Brahman. R¡m¡nuja is against this view and
argues that Brahman is the material cause (up¡d¡nak¡ra¸a)
in its secondary sense whereas áa´kara conceives It as both
the vivartop¡d¡nak¡ra¸a and the nimittak¡ra¸a (efficient
cause).

The Concept of 'Ekavijµ¡nena Sarvavijµ¡naÆ'

The view that 'Ekavijµ¡nena Sarvavijµ¡nam' reduces all
types of knowledge into one universal knowledge. It is
samyagjµ¡na and also Tattvajµ¡na in Advaitic terminology
implying knowledge that reveals the Reality itself. As posited
by Advaita, it is the real knowledge and all other versions
of knowledge are but false. The knowledge of the Reality
generates the knowledge of everything. It is Brahman itself.
Through the scriptural epithet 'Knowing Brahman one becomes
Brahman itself', the highest knowledge is manifested in the
seer and he is in truth the Reality itself. Such a knowledge
is irreducibly the 'de  re'. áa´kara asserts that since the nature
of a thing is eternal, it can never be other than what it is.
Hence this knowledge has the marks of universality and
necessity. All types of knowledge, a'priori or a'posteriori,
perceptual or intuitive, are all but types of this knowledge.
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Though this is the case, áa´kara draws a distinction between
universal and particular knowledge. One particular point
emerges from this: universal knowledge is conducive to the
attainment of the Highest while the logical form of it differs-
the one particular has not the same value as the other. That
would mean that it is truly known only in relation to the pure
Being. Particular knowledge possesses the associational
adjuncts. Such knowledge has self-subsisting independence
and enjoys the status of existence in its own right as for its
own self. Hence it can be said that particular knowledge is
incomplete knowledge. áa´kara quoting the scriptural texts
'Being alone was this in the beginning, the one only without
a second' (Ch.Up. VI.ii.1) and 'Brahman is the Real, the
Knowledge and the Infinite' (Tai.Up.II.1) clarifies that
Brahman is contrary to all differentiating adjuncts and
determinations.

What does the UpaniÀad mean when it declares that
Brahman is without parts, actionless, attributeless Conscious-
ness, by the knowledge of It everything is known? Here
Ramanuja strongly contends áa´kara's view. He says: the
knowledge of one cannot lead to the knowledge of all. For
R¡m¡nuja Brahman and Consciousness are not one. Brahman
has infinite consciousness unlike that of J¢vas.

The ineffectual problem in Identity and Identity-in-
Difference

The notion of Self has been approached differently by
the Advaitin and the Vi¿iÀt¡dvaitin. While both agree on the
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ultimate existence as one without a second, áa´kara advocates
a Self having inner potentialities that become manifest as the
world, R¡m¡nuja ascribes specific characters to the ultimate
Being. From the UpaniÀadic point of view, 'Ëtman, the
individual Self is Brahman' and one who realizes this becomes
Brahman Itself. For such an individual who experiences the
Ëtman as non-different from Brahman, there is no duality
whatever, for, everything is experienced as Brahman Itself.
Here Brahman can be known only through the pram¡¸as and
accordingly meditation and not mere knowledge is the means
to release or identity with Brahman. The evidence for this can
be found in the statement 'not this, not this' denying any
specific character to Brahman. Here unity and plurality are
real. Scriptures which teach Brahman with form ultimately
teach the formless through the dispensation of all kinds of
differences (prapaµcapravilayamukhena- SB.II.iii.7 GBh.II.18).
For Gau·ap¡da, this Brahman is 'ajamanidramasvapnaÆ'
(G.K.III.3,6 and IV.81) which is nothing but the Absolute or
Reality or the unity of existence- the identity of Ëtman with
Brahman. áa´kara views that Ëtman as an entity is self-
revealed and is experienceable only through the UpaniÀads (SB
on II.iii.7, GBh.II.18). The inner Self is known as being the
Ëtman within. The identity with body arising out of ignorance
becomes destroyed in the realization of the identity of the Self
with Brahman. Further, all injunctions and all means of
knowledge can function only till the individual self reaches
the state of knowledge that 'I am Brahman.' Again, this notion
of the individual Self as a cognizer falling in the realm of
ignorance disappears when this unity is experienced.
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R¡m¡nuja criticizing the above view counters the
absolutist conception of the Advaitins. For him, pure Being
or pure intelligence as absolute is not at all conceptual, for,
it is beyond the scope of knowledge and hence meaningless.
His argument is that unity and difference cannot be affirmed
of one and the same Reality. As Reality is dynamic and
attributive, the Self is projected by itself through his distinctive
mode of will and action and makes the self-integration
possible. Here the vital question whether as a result of the
activity of self-projection Brahman is transformed either partly
or wholly? While áa´kara considers the self-projection as a
pro-active appearance of Brahman in M¡y¡, R¡m¡nuja never
accepts a pure Being. For him, Brahman is not 'consciousness'
as posited by áa´kara, but is a conscious subject.
Consciousness is only an attribute of the subject which is
Brahman. Because of the power of activity which is thought,
Being and activity are different but Being can be inferred from
activity, for, thought is characteristic of  Being and not an
impersonal one. He says: 'Thinking cannot possibly belong to
the non-sentient pradh¡na. The term 'Being' can therefore,
denote only the all-knowing highest person who is capable
of thought' (RJ. ár¢bh¡Àya Trans. P.201). For R¡m¡nuja,
Brahman is not an entity that comes to existence at first as
a result of self-expression and involves self-analysis and self-
difference within the infinite life. It proactively and
dynamically self-differentiates and makes its own Being or its
own purposes and goals. He says: 'In Brahman who is different
from the things seen in this world powers not observed in
them exist by thousands' (Ibid.p.492). The identity of the
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individual self with Brahman is accounted for as : 'In the
individual self, infinite being, being-for-self, is realized which
the I-Consciousness is in unity and fellowship with the infinite
Being' (Quoted by Mahendranath Sircar, Contemporary Studies
in Ved¡ntism. p.113). Nonetheless the account of the Self by
R¡m¡nuja does not imply that the realization can be of one
form only but capable of taking many forms that depend on
the changing features. The Self becomes expressed in relation
to the changing multiplicity- intellectual, devotional or loving:
in all cases the substratum is the activity of being for Self.
R¡m¡nuja calls this activity 'being-for-expression' or the áakti
of Brahman. In this context it can be asserted that Ramanuja
is far different from áa´kara in that unity between the
individual self and the Being is one of closeness, not oneness.
The closeness is expressed in the form of equivalence to the
attributive activity of being-for-self. R¡m¡nuja strives to assert
that the existence means relatedness and Reality means activity
that continues to provide more and more relatedness.

For R¡m¡nuja, Brahman is called 'true of the true', for,
Brahman being the unconditioned, stands above the condi-
tioned reality of the individual self. He does not deny the
absoluteness of Brahman for the fact that it is unconditional.
The individual selves are the creations of this Brahman, who
in its totality has all the auspicious qualities. He is not 'nothing'
as all creations come out of Him, from His own true nature.
This is further illustrated through the activity of meditation
on the Self wherein the individual experiences bliss, he is
conscious of Brahman and nothing else. Countering the
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argument of áa´kara, R¡m¡nuja argues that it must be in the
realm of conjecture for all that comes in the purview of
discourse must have attributes and hence is not pure.  In that
case an entity that is pure consciousness must have attributes.
This is not so according to áa´kara because he considers these
specific characters as potentialities only. For R¡m¡nuja,
Brahman is a person all-knowing and the principle of
permanence. The finite selves have a reality of their own as
they are the embodied selves of Brahman. What R¡m¡nuja
claims is that reality is more than the sum of its parts and
is prior to them; and as such is inseparable from its parts yet
have distinctness and the parts are also real.

This being the case, the legitimacy of Advaita can be
analysed with regard to the concept of Reality. The UpaniÀads
reveal Brahman with two forms- one from the standpoint of
vidya and another from that of avidy¡. From the empirical
standpoint Advaita admits distinctions in the Reality.
Individuals are distinct from one another leading to the
plurality of things. From the absolute standpoint, there is one
Brahman/ Ëtman that is non-dual. This Real is elaborated by
áa´kara as that which lasts, that has no contradictions, eternal
and unsublatable. The things in the world are real only till
they are sublated. They are admitted as other than real and
unreal (sadasadvilakÀa¸a), illusory (mithya) and indescribable
(anirvacan¢ya). Since they are cognized, they cannot be taken
as unreal and as they are sublated they cannot be counted as
real. Therefore, in the enquiry towards Reality, Brahman alone
can be found as satisfying all definitional needs. This being
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the case, expressions such as, 'absolutely real' and 'absolute
point of view' hold mere contextual value. Brahman is no
longer called Brahman as 'Veda is no longer Veda' for those
who had realized the Truth. It is very clear that Advaita rejects
all types of differences- internal, among members of the same
class or among different species (svagata, saj¡t¢ya or vij¡t¢ya).
For R¡m¡nuja, only Brahman is the independent Reality. The
reality of the world is dependent on Brahman It is like the
pomegranate fruit. Advaita views the world as an appearance
of Brahman whereas for Vi¿iÀt¡dvaita, it is a dependent real
on Brahman. R¡m¡nuja maintains a distinction between the
svar£pa (nature) and the svabhava (essence) of Brahman.
Advaita here puts forth a clear answer to the status of the
world as evidenced from UpaniÀads such as 'Sarvam khalvidam
Brahma'. Sarvam here denotes the plurality of the world. The
many becomes one when everything dissolves into one form,
the formless existence of the level of p¡ram¡rthika.

The Context of Conjectural Irreducibility

It is essential here to discuss the relation of Brahman to
the world. The Advaitic notion of avidya/ M¡y¡ as a causative
factor brings in manifestation of Brahman which is otherwise
changeless and immutable into the plurality of the world. It
becomes necessary to find whether the theory of R¡m¡nuja
as understood from the above discussion aptly explains the
creation of the world if there is no avidya/ M¡y¡ and the
manifestation is a continuity of process. There is no agreement
between the views of áa´kara and R¡m¡nuja. For Advaita,
avidy¡/ M¡y¡ is the core concept whereas it is insignificant
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for R¡m¡nuja. Hence  R¡m¡nuja   attacks the Advaitic concept
of avidya by all means in the form of seven untenables.
Ë¿ray¡nupapatti (Untenability of Locus of avidy¡),
Tirodh¡n¡nupapatti, (untenability of obscuration),
Svar£p¡nupapatti (untenability of the nature of avidy¡),
Anirvacan¢y¡nupapatti (untenability of inexplicability of
avidy¡), pram¡¸¡nupapatti, (Untenability of pram¡¸as),
avidy¡ niv¤tty¡nupapatti (untenability of removal of avidy¡),
jµ¡na niv¤tti. The deliberations on these are carried out here
in a brief manner only.

Now, to consider the inexactness with which the
conceptual notion of Avidy¡ is pertinently held up in the two
streams of thought it can be said that there is nothing else
to show that this thought is really required or not. The
argument that the manifestation of the world is through an
appearance caused by avidy¡ is as claimed by the Advaita
well supported by the UpaniÀads whereas for R¡m¡nuja it is
the difference in interpretation or understanding  that  makes
such an irreducible and inexplicable conceptualization
possible.  The later finding maya and avidy¡ in synonimity
with prakrti conceives the manifestation as a progressive
process and only as a change brought by the qualities in
Brahman. These two approaches raise two important questions-
(1) Does manifestation mean appearance and disappearance of
the plausible qualities in Brahman? (2) Does it involve the
disappearance of the existing subject in part of its qualities
and origination of an altogether new or different subject
without losing the relation of inseparability of the object with
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the subject? These two views provide the basis for the
justifications on  'identity' of the subject with object amidst
all changes from the Advaitic view. For a thing cannot change
without losing its identity and hence it is appearance or falsity
of cognition. Here the notion of identity becomes intelligible.
On the other hand, for Vi¿iÀt¡dvaita, the manifestation is due
to sheer sporty will in Brahman, where the sentient and
insentient beings form his body in subtle condition. Here
Brahman remains the same. He himself exists in different
forms.  Cause and effect are in identity in the beginning. The
problem is that the Reality is accepted as permanent and
immutable by the two philosophers. Then if the real were the
manifest, it should be either 'what-it-is' or 'what-it-is not'. If
the former case applies then there cannot be any real change.
Again, it cannot manifest itself into 'what-it-is not'. Hence this
manifestation is unintelligible in the ultimate analysis.
Vi¿iÀt¡dvaita approaches the manifestation as a process. As
suggested by Bergson, the manifestation is not the appearance
and disappearance of qualities in or from an immutable entity.
The manifestation is such that underneath this there is nothing
which changes. The change is not by anyone but of its own
accord (Henry Bergson. Creative Mind. p.173). There are
changes but underneath the change nothing which changes; and
that change needs no support. For Bergson, such change is
understandable only in a totally detached mind. In this context,
Advaita posits the Vivartav¡da (appearance theory). The
Reality beyond time and change undergoes neither change of
form (pari¸¡ma) nor change of substance (¡rambha) nor
change of place (parispanda). It is neither a substance nor a
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quality inherent in it nor a whole (avayavin) but as the basis
of everything that appears and disappears. Herein Advaita
accepts the notion of complete identity with Brahman.

The Vi¿iÀt¡dvaita approves only the pari¸¡mav¡da,
according to which the effect is a transformation of its cause
but the manifestation does not give rise to a new entity. The
manifestation is neither mere appearance (vivarta) of the
unmanifest nor a real manifestation (vyakta). In the former,
cause remains immutable amidst the appearances. One
significant point to be noted here is that for áa´kara, the
underlying reality of everything that appears is Brahman. It
cannot be regarded as the efficient cause or material cause.
This is because of the reason that the efficient cause produces
a world or creates it whereas Brahman cannot produce the
world since it requires a pre-existing 'something' to produce
which is not acceptable in lieu with the scriptural texts. Reality
is only one for Advaita. Further if one admits the Reality
besides Brahman, it contradicts the scriptural statement: 'The
knowledge of one leads to the knowledge of all' (Ch.U.VI.i.3).
Since production or creation presupposes some motion in
Brahman who is beyond that, and hence Brahman cannot be
conceived as the efficient cause, It cannot also be the material
cause, for, Brahman without parta cannot transform into the
world which suggests that Brahman has parts, which is really
not. In this case, Brahman cannot be transcendent as it is
cognizable in ordinary experience. Scriptures point out the
sarvavikriy¡pratiÀedha in respect of Brahman (Br.U.IV.iv.25,
BSSB.II.i.14).
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Ramanuja accepts parinamavada saying that causality
consists in the alteration of states as cloth is only a cross
arrangement of threads (avasth¡ntar¡pattireva hi k¡ryata-
G¢t¡bh¡Àya. XIII.2, ár¢bh¡Àya.II.i.16, 2.1.19-20). If
pari¸¡mav¡da is accepted, production implies real change of
the cause and in that case difference of the effect from its
cause , however negligible  may it be, cannot be denied. Hence
vivartavada (apparent change) will be more appropriate which
is a logical sequel to pari¸¡mav¡da. For áa´kara, it is logically
reasonable that change of form does not lead to real change.
Reality of form comes in as reality of its substance. Since
the effect is particular form or aspect of the cause, it can be
said that this change of form does not point to the change
in the substance aspect of the entity. Here the substance
remains changeless. If change and form are real, the object
after the change of its form should be other than what it was.
But the object is recognized as the same in spite of its change
and form, thus recognition of identity would be possible.
áa´kara holds that causation which involves only change of
form does not lead to real change of the material cause. This
is supported from the VI

th
 chapter of Ch¡ndogyopaniÀad.

Again, scriptures promise knowledge of many on the basis of
knowledge of one. If Brahman undergoes real change, there
will be many products which are different from the one. In
this case knowing the one will not lead to the knowledge of
all.

There is no other reality than Brahman that can induce
changes in Brahman. Change is also a wish, deficiency or
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imperfection. Since Brahman is complete, perfect and infinite
the above cannot be applied to it. To account for the diversity
and change, V¡caspatimi¿ra quoting áa´kara expresses the
view: those entities that appear and disappear do not exist in
reality; all that goes under the name of effect is subject to
appearance and disappearance; therefore effects do not exist
in reality (Bh¡mat¢.II.i.14). He accepts non-contradiction
(ab¡dhitatva) as the criterion of the reality. Things that appear
and disappear being subject to contradiction do not possess
reality. Everything that goes under the name of effect in the
world of plurality being sublated cannot be real.

According to R¡m¡nuja, Brahman stands in a causal
relation to the world. He holds that spirit without matter is
inconceivable. The world is the material body of Brahman.
The body is completely dependent on Brahman and is
controlled by it for its own benefit and enjoyment. So the
effective causality is confined to Brahman. In the opinion of
R¡m¡nuja, Consciousness as such is both the effect and the
cause. The cause- effect relation suggests manifestation of the
world of matter and souls present within Brahman in subtler
states. Matter and souls ever exist in It. Though Brahman
manifests through His will, He is wholly unaffected by this
activity.

For áa´kara, avidya/M¡y¡ cannot function independently
of Brahman and it ceases of its existence when Brahman is
realized. Through the conceptualization of avidya/ M¡y¡ alone,
the non-dual Brahman appears as multiple. Accordingly
Brahman is the only real and the world is unreal. The
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individual selves are not different from Brahman. Avidya
cannot function without Brahman/ Jiva as its locus. It is by
means of avidya/ M¡y¡, the Triputi (knowledge, knower and
the known) is delineated in Advaita. Avidya is the material
cause of the superimposition and the theory of appearance
(vivartav¡da) helps to explain the problem of the error
happened due to avidya. The empirical distinctions are
traceable to avidya and hence the Absolute Consciousness
appears as Ì¿vara and individual souls. In the perspective of
Advaita, avidy¡ has six aspects- an¡di (beginningless),
jµ¡nanivartya (withdrawn by true knowledge), bhavarupa
(positively experienced), anirvacan¢ya (indefinable) and
possessing the dual power of ¡vara¸a (concealing) and vikÀepa
(falsely projecting).

R¡m¡nuja considers M¡y¡ as real and possessing the only
power of projection (VikÀepa-pari¸¡ma) and not ¡vara¸a. God
determines the transformation of M¡y¡ because of which
Brahman is being concealed.  R¡m¡nuja questions the
tenability of j¢va/ Brahman as the locus of avidya
(¡¿ray¡nupapatti). Strongly criticizing the Bhamati view of
j¢va as the locus of avidy¡, R¡m¡nuja claims that the
individual souls come into existence only after Brahman being
covered by ignorance. This view is not highly ignorable or
reciprocal dependence. Advaitic contention is that the jiva and
the avidya are beginningless and therefore the chronological
priority is indeterminable. Ramanuja again argues that jiva
cannot be the locus of avidya, for, jiva is non-different from
Brahman according to Advaitins. Advaita contends that jiva
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and Brahman appear different when jiva becomes associated
with avidya; otherwise jiva and Brahman are non-different.
Ved¡ntade¿ika strongly opposes the idea of the j¢va as the
locus of avidy¡. Since Brahman has no direct association with
avidya, when reflected in avidya becomes j¢va. He argues that
reflection of consciousness in the internal organ or avidya is
not possible, for, reflection is possible solely in the case of
material entities with attributes. Again, Ved¡ntade¿ika
counters the nature of avidya--- is it one or many? If it is one,
the removal of avidy¡ in one j¢va could make all j¢vas
released. This is not a possibility. On the contrary, if avidyas
are many, there comes the case of reciprocal dependence which
also cannot be accepted.

The above-mentioned contention is refuted in Advaita.
Since j¢va and avidy¡ are beginningless, the question of
chronological priority is irrelevant. Madhus£danasarasvati
replies to the objection raised by Ved¡ntade¿ika in this way
that avidya is revealed by knowledge (the essential nature of
jiva) but j¢va does not require the aid of avidy¡ for knowledge
to be revealed, for, it is self-luminous. Avidy¡ is dependent
on knowledge but j¢va is not dependent on avidy¡ for its
existence. Hence, any of the reason for finding out the cause
for the absence of defect of reciprocal dependence with regard
to jivas being the locus of avidy¡ is not acceptable.

Regarding the inexplicability of avidya, the Vi¿iÀtadvaitin
contends: "Inexplicability is absence of intelligibility in the
light of reasoning." The focus here is on the fact that avidya
seems to admit of intelligibility, for, when the knowledge of
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Brahman arises, avidya disappears. Avidy¡ is inexplicable only
if it is present even after the rise of the knowledge of Brahman.
Another contention is that as avidya is illusory, its cause must
be illusory which may result in the fallacy of infinite regress.
This is countered by Advaita in that avidy¡ cannot be said
inexplicable due to its sublatability by knowledge as it is the
cause of the world and its being illusory. The inexplicability
is solely due to its association with Brahman. Further avidya
is inexplicable in the empirical point of view only.

Now that the observation by Vi¿iÀt¡dvaita, Brahman
cannot be the locus of avidy¡, for, the former is self-luminous
knowledge that is opposed to avidya. As ignorance is sublated
by knowledge, Brahman cannot be the locus of avidya. For
the Advaita, avidy¡, being the potency in Brahman causes
valid and erroneous cognitions which are the mental states.
The mind reveals the things from the acquired light of
Brahman-knowledge reflected therein. In this context, it can
be viewed that it is only vrttijµ¡na (mental cognition) opposed
to avidy¡, and not the svar£pajµ¡na. Brahman reveals
everything as it is of the nature of knowledge.

R¡m¡nuja strongly contends the position of Advaita on
the power of concealment of avidya on Brahman. For him,
the concealment of Brahman means that is destroyed as
covering means either an obstruct to the expression of
consciousness  or the destruction of what exists (ár¢bh¡Àya.I.i.1).
he clarifies that if Brahman of the nature of Consciousness
is concealed by avidya, then the result would be that the
individual j¢va concealed by ignorance experiences that
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ignorance. This is not possible and is a fallacy. The Advaitin's
answer rests on the view that concealment does not mean
destruction as ordinarily referred to. When Brahman is
concealed by avidya, it does not imply that Brahman is
destroyed, It exists and the knowledge of existence is had when
the veil of ignorance is removed. Further, as avidy¡ is
dependent on Brahman the case of destruction does not arise.
Also, tirodh¡na means j¢va's non-apprehension of the essential
nature of Brahman. The misconcept comes because of the
conception of dual Brahman. In the view of Advaita Brahman
is one but seen from two different perspectives, it seems to
be two. Also, the scriptural texts put forth Brahman in two
forms- from the standpoint of vidy¡ and from that of avidy¡
(BSSB.I.i.11).

According to R¡m¡nuja, avidy¡ is real and different from
Brahman though it is dependent on It. But for Advaita, it is
anirvacan¢ya (indescribable). This is viewed as a misconcep-
tion by R¡m¡nuja. áa´kara does not make a distinction
between avidya and M¡y¡. From the objective standpoint
Maya is linked to Ì¿vara as adjunct and to the universe. From
the subjective view, it is linked to j¢va. As Ëtman and
Brahman are non-different, M¡y¡ and avidy¡ are also not
different. But R¡m¡nuja holds that since all objects in the
world are real or unreal, there is no chance for a third option.
So the theory of anirvacan¢yata falls apart. For Advaita,
Brahman is knowledge and it is pure consciousness and hence
is not cognized. As the objects of experience are cognized,
they are neither real nor unreal but illusory. Whatever cognized
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as illusory is not real, therefore, avidya, the basic phenomenon
behind objective experience is also not real. In the case of
Brahman, it is real, for, it is experienced and is not sublated.
All these arguments put forth by Advaita strongly contend the
illogical nature of the anirvacan¢yat¡nupapatti from the
Vi¿iÀt¡dvaita.

Conclusion

ár¢ R¡m¡nuja put on his argument on the distinctive
nature of the 'a priori' on the basis of the contextual structuring
of the socio---philosophical realm during that period which
marked the dominance of áaivism, VaiÀnavism or dualism and
the Advaita. Seemingly because of the toughest encounters
required to realize the goal of moksha in advaita he
categorically puts the theory of Vi¿iÀt¡dvaita countering some
of the propositions in Advaita while appearing close to that
system in the finality of proposition the Advaita. With a
difference of opinion on conceptual non-differentiates in the
absolute he prolifically suggests the unique identity of identity
-in-difference with Jivas or individuated selves forming the
body of the absolute but remaining in complete identity with
It. The j¢vas and prak¤ti are of independent existence and are
dependent on Brahman The argument by the advaitins on the
identity of individuated selves in Brahman is identity of non-
difference. But the causality necessitates something unique to
make individuation possible which is referred as avidya, the
inexplicable something (vivartav¡da) whereas R¡m¡nuja calls
it a progressive process (Pari¸¡mav¡da) where avidy¡ has no
role to play.  M¡y¡ is the real prak¤ti and not avidy¡.
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R¡m¡nuja opines that reality of Brahman can be understood
only if it has an assertive utterance and that necessitates name
and form. áa´kara rejects this view saying that name and form
come into force only after manifestation of the Reality as its
appearance which makes the world other than the real
(mithya). R¡m¡nuja maintains that Brahman is transformed
into individual selves without losing His wholeness in the form
of will and action which is adversely disagreed in advaita
according to which a real transformation in Brahman makes
it deficient in that part whatever minute the change may be
and it is also contradictory to the áruti texts and hence it is
not plausible.  Thus in a nutshell it can be said that R¡m¡nuja's
philosophy has relevance from the point of view of contextual
necessities. But its insufficiency in final attainment of the goal
of mokÀa has to be agreed upon which otherwise will
contradict the áruti statements of knower of Brahman becomes
Brahman Itself without a distintice difference of identity and
that is Sarvamukti. Till then we can accept R¡m¡nuja's tenets
wherein the so called liberated souls are in identity with
Brahman- "the identity- of-difference."
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The actions of those, who have not desisted from

doing deeds forbidden (by the great), will, even if

they succeed, cause them sorrow.

-- Tirukural (Kural 658)



Bhagav¡n ár¢ Rama¸a MaharÀi --
The Eternal Ocean of Grace

Dr. Jayasree Sukumaran

Bhagav¡n Rama¸a MaharÀi is a synonym for Infinite,
Absolute Grace. All those who have had the rare fortune of
being in the presence of the Sage have recorded their
inexpressible experience of fulfillment and deep joy. Bhagav¡n
wrote very little. It is pure UpaniÀadic wisdom that Bhagav¡n
gives us through His teachings. Like a loving parent Bhagav¡n
leads the devotees from the darkness of ignorance to the Light
of Wisdom.

Bhagav¡n was born Venkataraman in December 1879 at
Tiruchuzhi in Tamilnadu as the second child of Sundaram Iyer
and Alagammal. Venkataraman grew up a normal and healthy
boy. At the age of twelve he lost His father; and the children
were sent to their paternal uncle in Madurai. Venkataraman
was sent first to Scott's Middle School, and then to the
American Mission High School. He was very much interested
in sports, and was rather indifferent to his studies. He had
an incredibly retentive memory.
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At the age of sixteen His life took a remarkable turn.
In July 1896, while sitting alone in his uncle's house, the boy
had a strange sensation that his body was going to die. Without
losing His composure, He began to reflect on this strange,
unprecedented sensation. The young boy understood in a flash,
that even when the body was getting cold, the mind inside
was warm and fully active. Spontaneously He came to the
conclusion that 'only the material body dies, but the Spirit
within cannot be touched by death. I am therefore the deathless
Spirit.' It was indeed a most direct and awe-inspiring
experience of Immortality. In fact death was dead that moment.

From that moment onwards He found Himself naturally
in a continuous state of blissful meditation indifferent to the
outside world, and the events of ordinary life. Absorption in
the Self continued unbroken from that time on. Within weeks,
he left home never to return. At the end of August 1896 he
set off in secret for Arunachala. Divine guidance led him from
Madurai and He arrived in Tiruvannamalai on the first of
September, 1896. On arrival he discarded his sacred thread,
clothes and other small possessions, donned a loin cloth and
placed Himself at the mercy of Aru¸acala, the Holy Hill of
Ultimate Wisdom. For fifty four years He remained on the
Hill. First He lived in Aru¸acala Temple precincts, and later
on around the Hill at Vir£p¡kÀa Cave (1900-16) and
Skand¡¿ramam (1916-22).

Meanwhile His family came to know about His
whereabouts, and eventually His mother and younger brother
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came and lived with Him at Skand¡¿ramam. After His mother
attained final liberation in 1922, Sri Rama¸¡¿ramam was
founded at the foot of the Hill surrounding Her shrine.
Bhagav¡n's fame as 'Silent Sage' spread far and wide and
people from different parts of India and abroad flocked to Him
for spiritual guidance.

The MaharÀi was accessible to all --- pundits, professors,
missionaries, priests, well--known poets, journalists, and
dignitaries from India and abroad, simple ordinary folk from
places near the Holy Hill, and innocent forest dwellers,
throughout the day and night. He had no private life of His
own. He received all who sought His dar¿an.

A tumour developed on Bhagav¡n's left shoulder in 1948.
Bhagav¡n merged into Aru¸acala at 8.47 pm on the 14

th
 of

April 1950.  Exactly at that time a meteor flashed across the
sky, and descended beyond the summit of the Holy Hill. It
was seen in different parts of the country and was reported
in newspapers.  MaharÀi's fame increased day by day and His
powerful presence is felt by His sincere devotees not only in
the Ë¿ram but wherever they are.

The enlightened Sages or the divine messengers of God
like Bhagav¡n have demonstrated with their lives that a
dedicated spiritual life will surely lead us to the treasury of
Infinite Happiness embedded deep within us. Spirituality is
truly the re-cognition and continual experience of our own
innate holiness or happiness. It is this inexpressible experience
of our true and eternal connection with the Divine that
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Bhagav¡n communicated to all those who approach Him for
guidance.

Everyone wishes to be happy always. Indeed happiness
is the goal of human life.  But life makes it quite evident
that in this world we will never find pure and permanent
happiness untouched by sorrow. For, the world itself is a
synonym for impermanence and sorrow. ['duÅkh¡layaÆ
a¿¡¿vatam'- Bhagavad G¢t¡] Seeking permanent happiness in
an eternally impermanent world is therefore a foolish
endeavour born of ignorance. So we often find people leading
a life of anxiety and tension sitting in the midst of wealth
and luxury; a fact that proves beyond doubt that happiness
does not and cannot rest on material conditions. External
objects by their very nature of transience are incapable of
providing it.

Bhagav¡n makes the devotee seek happiness inward, and
guides him slowly even without his knowledge, to the very
source of Happiness which is himself. He is jolted into a true
and unchanging new awareness that he is not an individual
limited by the body and surrounded by the ever changing
phenomenal world, but the true Absolute Self, or Eternal
Peace.

Bhagav¡n's advice destroys the sense of loneliness that
very often befalls us, and fills our hearts with an indefinable
joy. It solves all the riddles of the world and life, takes away
all our doubts and also the doubter in us. It gives you the
right answers to all the fundamental questions of life (What
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is life? Who am I? Is there a Creator? and so on) without
taking away the feeling of awe and mystery towards it. It rids
us of our low animal nature, and guides towards perfection
and wholeness. In fact it makes us real human beings.  It is
the only path towards peace and happiness here and now, the
only panacea for all the ills of human life.  Bhagav¡n brings
us to the centre of our very being and transforms the mundane
human life to the perfection of divinity.

It is the same Truth that Sages from Socrates to the
Buddha have always taught us. Misery and restlessness enslave
us only when we lose touch with the words of the Masters.
Now let us go through the gist of Bhagav¡n's teachings. In
fact Bhagav¡n's teaching is a charming elucidation of the
nature of Happiness or Peace, and the ways of attaining the
same. In the following part of the text, Bhagav¡n's teachings
are quoted or summarized.

Bhagav¡n taught through speech as well as through
silence. He says that every being in the world yearns to be
happy, but nobody knows that he is truly happiness itself.   So
one flounders in the vast ocean of misery due to ignorance
of the real nature of one's being. People think happiness is
somewhere yonder and should be sought out side. Because
of our ignorance we imagine foolishly that we derive happiness
from them. Happiness lies within oneself. Bhagav¡n repeatedly
says that there is no greater mystery than this---being Happiness
ourselves, we seek to gain it.
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Bhagav¡n constantly affirms the truth that happiness is
certainly not due to external causes. For, if it were so,
happiness must be directly proportional to the increase of
possessions. But obviously it is not so. On the other hand,
it is when a man is devoid of all possessions including his
body and mind as in deep sleep that he remains happy. If
he remains calm and quiet even in the midst of the world,
then that is Peace. So one must truly understand the real nature
of his own self, in order to enter the magic casements leading
to the everlasting and Absolute Joy, which is the same as
undisturbed, uninterrupted Peace.

Once Bhagav¡n said, "The happiness of solitude is not
found in retreats. It may be had even in busy centres.
Happiness is not to be sought in solitude or busy centres. It
is in the Self. Concentrate and you will get it." In His
inimitable simplicity of expression, Bhagav¡n reminds us that
our real nature is liberation. So while, all the while, we are
free in our stupidity we imagine we are bound, and make
strenuous efforts to become free! We will be surprised that
we were frantically trying to attain something which we have
always been and are. To be the Self that you really are, is
the only means to realize the Bliss that is ever yours. The
Self you seek to know is verily yourself. Bliss of the Self
is always within you, it is not something added to your nature,
it is merely revealed as your true and natural State.  And you
will find it for yourself, if you seek it earnestly. As happiness
is our own nature, in its imaginary absence we yearn for it.
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Bhagav¡n says it is not wrong to seek happiness, "What is
wrong is seeking it outside, because it is inside."

Bhagav¡n reveals to us a simple truth that our petty
worldly minds generally ignore--- that happiness is experienced
by everyone in deep sleep, a state in which the mind is totally
absent. "You will know in due course that your glory lies
where 'you' cease to exist. The ego is like a very powerful
elephant which cannot be brought under control by anything
less powerful than a lion, which in this instance, is no other
than the Guru, whose very look makes the elephant-like ego
tremble and die. In order to gain that state, you should
surrender yourself. Then the Master sees that you are in a
fit state to receive guidance, and He guides you. Just as a
river does not continue its flow after its discharge into the
ocean, so also a person loses all movements after he merges
in the Self. The ocean, being the store of all waters, evaporates;
clouds are formed and rain falls, giving rise to rivers which,
as soon as formed, become restless, course along as if to find
their origin, and repose only after being discharged into the
ocean."

Similarly, the individual emanating from the Heart is
restless and becomes eager to find his own source. The way
is the return of the 'ego' into the Heart. Bhagav¡n says, "To
see God but not the Self that sees, is only to see a projection
of the mind. God is seen by him who sees the Self." To see
Him is to be consumed by Him. . . In order to quieten the
mind, one has only to enquire within oneself what one's Self
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is. How could this search be done in books? "Reading books
only makes you learned. One should know one's Self with
one's own eye of wisdom."

Bhagav¡n narrates a story from 'Paµcada¿i' that illustrates
that our sense of pleasure and pain pertaining to the world
are not due to facts, but to our concepts. Two young men
went on a pilgrimage to a distant land. One of them died,
and the other continued to stay there and picked up some job.
One day when he happened to come across a wandering
pilgrim hailing from his own village, he sent word through
him to his dead friend's family. The pilgrim went back and
conveyed the news, but while doing so he inadvertently
changed the names of the living and the dead man. The
outcome was that the living man's relatives were in
inconsolable grief thinking that their boy was dead, while the
dead man's family was rejoicing that he was doing well!!

Pleasure and pain thus are clearly modes of the mind.
Where is pain when there is no mind? It is the 'ego-less mind'
that is happy, as illustrated by our experience in deep sleep.
One imagines that he is either his body or mind. It is this
wrong identification that gives rise to misery and misery
affects only the body or mind. This wrong identification has
to go to realize that we are nothing but the Self or Ëtman.
All else is unreal.   All suffering is due to the false notion
'I am the body'. Getting rid of this is knowledge. And
Knowledge is Bliss.  Bhagav¡n very often refers to the Biblical
instruction "Be still and know that I am God." Stillness is
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the only thing needed to realize that 'I am' is God. Bhagav¡n
constantly emphasizes the fact that 'no-want' is the greatest
Bliss and can be certainly realized by experience. Even an
emperor is no match for a man with 'no-want'.

Bhagav¡n slowly and steadily convinces us that the Bliss
of the Self is always ours, but can be recognized only if we
seek it earnestly. He says, the cause of our misery is not
external to us, it is in ourselves as our ego. To abide in the
divine experience of Bliss or Ënanda, one should either seek
the Self earnestly, or surrender oneself at the feet of the
Master.  Once, Bhagav¡n said to an earnest devotee:  "If you
find it difficult to do ¡tmavic¡ra, surrender to me, I'll strike
down the mind."  In Bhagav¡n's words, "Turning to God and
desiring His Grace is itself grace. . . The highest form of Grace
is silence. It is also the highest spiritual instruction. . . But
silence is "not keeping the mouth shut, and letting the mind
run riot."

Bhagav¡n reminds us that it is the Lord that bears the
burden of the world. "Know that the spurious ego which
presumes to bear that burden is like a sculpted figure at the
foot of a temple tower, which appears to sustain the tower's
weight. Whose fault is it if the traveller, instead of putting
his luggage in the cart which bears the load anyway, carries
it on his head, to his own inconvenience?"

Once, a devotee asked Bhagav¡n the cause of suffering
in the world. Bhagav¡n in His characteristic, simplicity replied,
"If there were no suffering, how could the desire to be happy
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arise? If that desire did not arise, how can the quest of the
Self arise?" Often Bhagav¡n quotes áa´kar¡c¡rya's words that
identifying the Self with the body in order to see happiness,
is like trying to cross a river on the back of a crocodile. When
the ego rises, the mind gets separated from its Source---the
Self, and becomes restless like a stone thrown up into the air.
When the stone reaches its place of origin, it comes to rest.
So too the mind comes to rest and is happy when it returns
to and rests in its Source. As the stone is sure to return to
the ground, the mind will inevitably return to its Source.

When once a devotee confessed that he was not able to
get peace even through the method of self-enquiry, Bhagav¡n
told him that one can never 'attain' peace as it is one's natural
state. It is the mind that obstructs the natural state. . . .
Investigate what the mind is and it will disappear. . . When
the mind has thus vanished, you realize eternal Peace. . . Just
be."  This method of Self-enquiry is Bhagav¡n's cardinal
instruction, and   is the quintessence of Ved¡nta. What is most
significant is that the upadesa is intelligible even to the most
ordinary among men, for it comes directly and spontaneously
from Bhagav¡n's profound experience.

Absolute Truth can be expressed only in the simplest of
words. Ëtmavic¡ra or Self-enquiry is most lucidly and
beautifully explicated in two of his magnificent spiritual texts
---Upade¿a S¡ra (The Essence of instructions) and Ullatu
N¡lpatu (Truth in Forty Verses). The  Truth that the one and
only Truth is the Self, proclaimed in the Vedas and expounded
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by all the Enlightened Sages, has nowhere been more clearly
explained than in Bhagav¡n's works and conversations.  His
divine utterances are therefore of inestimable value to the
earnest seekers of Truth. Every word that comes from
Bhagav¡n is of the essence of UpaniÀadic wisdom, of which
He is Himself, the Supreme Embodiment.

Now the teaching of Bhagav¡n which is pure Advaita
Ved¡nta may approximately be summed up in the following
words. When the mind identifies the Self with the body there
is bondage and misery; when this wrong identification is
removed through the 'Who am I?' there is release and
Happiness. Self-enquiry is not the mind's inspection of its
contents; it is tracing the mind's first mode, the 'I-thought' to
its source which is the Pure Self. By persistent enquiry the
'I-thought' ceases for good, and the outcome is the realization
of the word-less spontaneous illumination of Pure Conscious-
ness.  "All that is required to realize the Self [and be happy]
is to be still. . . . Stillness is the speech of the Self. It is the
ocean into which all the rivers of all the religions discharge
themselves. . . . That which Is, is Silence."

The paper is indebted to the works of many great and
sincere devotees of Bhagav¡n who compiled and translated
His works and Words, especially, 'Talks with Ramana
Maharshi' [2008]; and 'Letters from Sri Ramanasramam' by
Suri Nagamma [2006] published by Sri Ramanasramam,
Thiruvannamalai.
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S¡hityadarpa¸a of Visvan¡tha:
A Milestone in Indian Poetics

Prof. Gauri Mahulikar

Introduction

Indian poetics has an uninterrupted and rich tradition of
path breaking theories and trend setting principles. The journey
started with Bharata from the beginning of the Christian era,
who propounded Rasa theory in his N¡¶ya¿¡stra. Bhamaha,
who flourished in 6th century, is known as the oldest exponent
of AlaÆk¡ra. Dandin endorsed his contemporary Bhamaha and
also partly propounded R¢ti. Udbha¶a again supported
AlaÆk¡ra in 7th century. Later V¡mana boldly established
special arrangement of words as the soul of poetry.  Rudrata
of 9th century is regarded as supporter of AlaÆk¡ra.
Ënandavardhana for the first time formulated Dhvani theory
of poetics in 10th century. Kuntaka established Vakrokti
theory. Mammata epitomized important theories of his
predecessors. After all these glorious rhetoricians, emerged
Visvan¡tha in the 13th century, who gathered all the theories
of his predecessors and discussed almost all the relevant topics
of poetics in his voluminous work S¡hityadarpa¸a (SD).



Visvan¡tha hasn't propounded any new theory, nor has he
introduced any novel fundamental principle; yet the popularity
of SD is increasing among the students and researchers of
Indian poetics. Following pages would try to analyse some
of Vi¿van¡tha's points and the importance attached to those.

About the author

A resident of Kalinga, a follower of VaiÀ¸ava dharma
and a contemporary of Alla-uddin Khalji, Kaviraja Visvan¡tha
might have composed SD not earlier than 1300 AD

2
. He has

quoted from Jayadeva, Sriharsa and Kalhana which place him
after 12

th
 century.

3  
He was born in an intellectual br¡hma¸a

family. Narayana, his great grandfather had written a book on
poetics and his father Chandrashekhara was a great poet,
whose verses are found in SD.

4 
 He has quoted an illustration

for dv¡da¿apad¡n¡ndi from Pushpam¡l¡, his father's work.
5 
At

other place he refers to Bh¡sh¡r¸ava of his father.
6
 This clearly

indicates that his father Chandrashekhara was a multi lingual
person, who knew Sauraseni, Maharashtri, Magadhi, etc.
languages. Visvan¡tha himself too must have been an expert
of many languages, as is evident from the designations he uses
for himself in the colophons of each section.

7 
Visvan¡tha has

written a commentary on Mammata's K¡vyaprak¡¿a; yet he
doesn't hesitate criticising Mammata at places. Besides SD,
Visvan¡tha has written a mah¡k¡vya named, R¡ghavavil¡sa,
a biographical poem in Prakrit named Kuval¡yasva and dramas
named Prabh¡vatiparai¸aya and Chandrakal¡. Visvan¡tha
gives illustrations from his own compositions at times. He
quotes a verse from his Prakrit work as an example of the
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fleeting feeling 'jadat¡'.
8
 He gives a verse from Chandrakal¡

while describing 'dipti'
9
 and quotes from his drama

Prabh¡vatipari¸aya too while describing the shyness of an
innocent girl.

10 
Chandidasa, a famous commentator of

K¡vyaprak¡¿a, was younger brother of Visvan¡tha's grandfa-
ther.

11
 These details of Visvan¡tha's life throw light on his

training as well as upbringing that made him a great poetician.
Intelligence and artistic romanticism, which seldom go
together, are seen combined in Visvan¡tha. Illustration of
m¡dhurya, given by him speaks of his subtle ability to perceive
charm in mother nature.

12
 No wonder, therefore, that he could

present a charming definition of poetry.

Contribution of S¡hityadarpa¸a

This work, divided in ten sections called paricchedas, is
the most popular work in AlaÆk¡ra¿¡stra next to K¡vyaprak¡¿a.
Its peculiarity is that it treats the whole of the science of
poetics including dramaturgy.

13
 It is evidently modelled on the

KP and has k¡rika, v¤tti and illustrations; yet the originality
of Visvan¡tha is manifested right from the definition of poetry.
K¡vya is normally personified and therefore its body and soul
are imagined. Body, constituted of word and meaning, being
gross and very apparent, is discussed by all the poeticians at
large. Earlier definitions of k¡vya too are focussed around
word and meaning. No rhetorician before Visvan¡tha
attempted to define poetry on the basis of its soul. This is
a glaring example of how Visvan¡tha has learnt from the
mistakes and drawbacks of his predecessors and has tried to
impress the reader by his clarity and originality. This work
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has rendered the title 'darpa¸ak¡ra' to Visvan¡tha. He has dealt
with many topics of poetics in details, but this paper aims
at analysing the definition of poetry and evaluating Visvan¡tha
critically.

Analysis of K¡vyalakÀa¸a

Dan·in improvised the definition of Bhamaha
14

 a little
and wrote that body of k¡vya is constituted by meaningful
words.

15 
Kuntaka added vakrat¡ to word and meaning.

Mammata also defined poetry as "It consists of word and
sense, which are free from defects, are possessed of
excellences and again are sometimes without figures."

16
 Thus

mostly the definition deals with the exterior, the body of
k¡vya; not the soul. Visvan¡tha, however, has given utmost
importance to the soul, the subject matter and not to the means
that convey it. He says, a sentence replete with rasa is
poetry.

17
Agnipur¡¸a says that rasa is the very life of poetry.

18

Here a line of demarcation can be drawn in the words life
and soul, j¢vita and ¡tma.

19
 Life depends upon Ëtma.

Visvan¡tha has discussed at length the definitions of
poetry given by his predecessors, has pointed the lacunae in
those and then he has placed before the critics his own
definition. This process is very methodical and needs special
attention. He narrates 'anubandha-catustaya' first. Adhikari is
a person, desirous to know k¡vya, viÀaya is k¡vya-svar£pa-
vic¡ra, prayojana is obtainment of four-fold human goals and
sambandha is pratip¡dya-pratip¡dakabh¡va. While dealing with
the topic under discussion, the viÀaya, he takes a detailed
review of his predecessor. Without mentioning Mammata by
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name,
20

 he criticises his definition as inadequate 'avy¡pti-doÀa'.
Kaviraja vehemently attacks Mammata and feels that flawless-
ness can't be a criterion of poetry. Even the best piece of poetry
may have some defect. If flawless words and meaning make
a poem, then lot many good verses would not be termed as
poetry, though they deserve to be called so. A precious gem
would remain a gem whether pierced by an insect or not;

21
 its

quality may vary, but it is called a gem, similarly a poem if
devoid of flaws would be best; yet with some defects or
drawbacks, would still be called a poem, though of a lower
quality. Visvan¡tha aims at 'tad adoÀau sabd¡rthau' and
comments that it's very difficult to have a poem free from
defects "sarvath¡nirdoÀasyaik¡ntamasambhav¡t".  The charac-
teristic of 'adoÀatva' is a negative word and therefore doesn't
suit in a definition. Secondly, the defect like ¿rutikatutva, which
is regarded as a defect in the erotic sentiment, will be called
an excellence in the raudra or bibhatsa sentiment. Thus
sometimes defects are relatively judged. Some critics,
especially those defending Mammata feel that Visvan¡tha has
stretched the point of 'adoÀatva' too far, which was perhaps not
intended by Mammata, because every word in the illustration
given in SD is full of suggestive meaning, which forms the
soul of poetry.

22

Next, Visvan¡tha attacks the word 'sagu¸au' in Mammata's
definition. Excellences are described by him as characteristics
of rasa as the qualities of bravery etc. are of the soul.

23
 Set

of word and sense form the body of poetry, as such gu¸as
can't belong to the body. At the most they may be said to
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reside in ¿abd¡rtha only in a secondary sense.
24

  Secondly,
gu¸as would add to the beauty of poetry; but cannot become
the essence of it.

25
 Visvan¡tha has thus highlighted the

contradictory statements in KP and targeted Mammata.

He further criticises the third adjective used by Mammata
'analamk¤ti punah kv¡pi' on similar grounds as figures of
speech add charm and beauty to poetry as ornaments to the
body, but they can't determine the essence of poetry. The
example quoted by Mammata

26
 as a good piece of poetry,

though devoid of alaÆk¡ra, is examined by Visvan¡tha
ruthlessly and is commented as having clear occurrence of
sandeha sankara rooted in vibh¡van¡ and vi¿eÀokti. Visvan¡tha
is indebted to Ruyyaka for this, who has pointed out the
alaÆk¡ras in the given verse.

27  
However, this seems to be

far stretched out and a critic commented that here Kaviraj has
stooped down to the level of 'vitanda' instead of 'v¡da'.

28
 Really

speaking the illustration given is so charming that reader at
once gets delighted by mere reading and is least bothered to
know or search any alaÆk¡ra in it.

Visvan¡tha dismisses Kuntaka's definition by merely
stating that vakrokti being alaÆk¡rar£pa, the arguments
against Mammata, apply here too.

29 
Mammata seems to be

'pradh¡namalla' for Visvan¡tha and with his refutation others
like Kuntaka and Bhoja (Sarasvat¢kanth¡bhara¸am)

30 
get

refuted automatically.

Visvan¡tha then criticises the definition 'k¡vyasy¡tm¡
dhvanih' given by Anandavardhana. Does Dhvanik¡ra intend
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three-fold dhvani the factual (vastu), ornamental (alaÆk¡ra)
and sentimental (rasa) or only one pertaining to rasa? If it
is vastu-dhvani, even the riddles, which present a wonderful
fact, would get included in it, causing 'ativy¡ptidoÀa'. This was
pointed out first by Mahimabhatta and is borrowed by
Kaviraj.

31 
 If it's not vastu or alaÆk¡ra then it comes very

close to what Visvan¡tha intends, so better to keep quiet.
32

Then he has pointed out the discrepancy in Dhvany¡loka
quoting a verse which propounds contrary things; at one place
stating the expressed sense which appeals to the connoisseur
to be the soul and at other place stating the suggested sense
to be the soul. This is self-contradictory and hence fit to be
refuted.

33

Further Visvan¡tha has refuted Vamana's definition
'r¢tir¡tm¡k¡vyasya' by stating that specific order of words
pertain to the body of poetry, not its soul.

34

After refuting the definition of all his predecessors,
Visvan¡tha proceeds to present his own definition,
'v¡kyamras¡tmakamk¡vyam' rasa is the fundamental principle
and it forms the very essence and renders life to poetry.

35
 Rasa

includes bhava, ras¡bh¡sa and bh¡v¡bh¡sa as well. Then he
gives illustrations for rasa, bhava, ras¡bh¡sa and proceeds to
define doÀa as that which takes one away from rasa and gu¸a,
r¢ti, alaÆk¡ra as those that enrich rasa.

36
 Jagannatha has

severely criticised Visvanath's definition as follows. If rasa is
the sole criterion to judge poetry, then
'vastv¡laÆk¡rapradh¡n¡n¡m k¡vy¡n¡mak¡vyatv¡vy¡pteh'. The
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descriptions of natural beauty or any picturesque description
would then be akavya simple because of the absence of rasa
in it. It's obvious that every successive author has an upper
hand on his predecessor by way of some improvisations or
modifications.

Ruddrata was the first to give four styles of poetry, L¡¶¢
Vaidarbh¢, Gaud¢ and P¡µc¡l¢. Visvan¡tha has echoed this
in SD. He has stated the literary styles to be complementary
to rasa.

37 
On figures he shows often the influence of Ruyyaka,

says Keith.
38

 While dealing with figures, sometimes Visvan¡tha
has given examples from his own works. It could be said that
Mammata is a critic, not a poet, while Visvan¡tha is both a
critic and a poet.

Conclusion

Indian rhetoricians are divided into two groups on the
point of defining poetry.

39
 Some feel that poetry is a pair of

sound and sense with some adjectives attached to it. Bhamaha,
Vamana, Rudrata, Kuntaka, Mammata, Vagbhata and
Hemachandra belong to this group. The other group feels that
poetry is constituted by words but has something else that
defines it. Visvan¡tha, Rajasekhara and Jagannatha are
considered to be exponents of this school. Kane feels that
Visvan¡tha is a second grade rhetorician and gets over
shadowed by Anandavardhana, Mammata and Jagannatha. He
comments that S¡hityadarpa¸a is more of a compilation than
analytical treatise in nature.

40 
Yet he has something to

contribute to the field of Indian poetics. First quality of
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Visvan¡tha is that he has encompassed all the subjects dealing
with AlaÆk¡ra¿¡stra, including dramaturgy. Secondly he
writes in a simple, free flowing lucid language which is rarely
found in technical works. Third quality is that he has directly
dealt with Rasa in the definition, the concept, which is the
most important yet difficult to penetrate into. Rasa may not
be taken in its strict theoretical format of aesthetic realisation
here, because in every piece of poetry it's difficult to trace
all the constituents of rasa. It must mean relish or simply a
beautiful, appealing and charming sentence.

According to modern psychologists, three activities are
special to mankind; to know, to will and to feel. Definition
of poetry given by Mammata is knowing about poetry. "The
adjectives used in Mammata's definition constitute a general
description, not a definition, for they do not refer to any
essential thing in poetry at all", remarks, Gajendragadkar.

41

Though Mammata writes that a good poetry helps the
manifestation of rasa, subordinating the word and sense,

42
 he

doesn't mention rasa in his definition.

On the other hand the definition by Visvan¡tha is from
the point of view of feeling arising out of his willing.
Secondly, poetry being an art, it aims at the beautiful,
'sundaram' in life and Visvan¡tha's definition is charming
which brings out the essence of poetry. S¡hityadarpa¸a is next
only to K¡vyaprak¡¿a in popularity as well as citations,
therefore one has to admit its importance as a milestone in
the historical development of Indian Poetics.
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Glimpses of Navigation and
Maritime Traditions of Kerala

K. G. Sheshadri*

Introduction

Ancient Indian Literature is replete with references to
ships and maritime activities indicating the close association
of Indians with the sea. Several scholars like R.K. Mookerji

1
,

Moti Chandra
2
, Lallanji Gopal

3
, Sila Tripati

4
, Lotika

Varadarajan
5
, H. P. Ray

6
 and other eminent researchers have

richly contributed to the reconstruction of maritime history
from ancient literary works. These literary references furnish
vast amount of details of various ships, their parts,the terms
used for the naval crew, ship building techniques,astrological
factors to venture out into the sea, the use of different nautical
instruments, knowledge of ocean and windcurrents as well as
astronomy required for the smooth navigation across the seas.
A brief overview of such traditions in ancient Indian literature
and available shipping manuals is presented in this paper
followed by the indigenous texts, instruments and navigational
techniques prevalent in Kerala.



Maritime Activities in Vedic, Epic and Pur¡¸ic Literature

The vast Vedic Literature contains references to ships,
boats, sea voyages, foreign trade and commerce. The Îgveda

7

RV [I.25.7] states that Lord Varu¸a knows the movement of
birds in the sky and ships in the ocean. RV[1.116.35] refers
to the legend of Tugra's son, Bhujyu being rescued by the
A¿vins with the help of a ship having 100 oars-

+x……Æ®¶…h…‰ i…n¥…“Æ™…‰l…… ®…x……∫l……x…‰ +O…¶…h…‰ ∫…®…÷p‰* ™…nŒ∑…x……
>ÚΩl…÷¶…÷«V™…÷®…∫i…∆ ∂…i…… Æj……∆ x……¥…®……i…Œ∫l…¥……∆∫…®…¬||

an¡rambha¸e tadav¢rayeth¡ man¡sth¡ne agrabha¸e samudre|
yada¿vin¡ £hathurbhujyumastaÆ ¿at¡ritr¡Æ n¡vam¡tasthiv¡Æsam||

This indicates that Vedic people were aware of open sea
voyages as it took three days and nights for Bhujyu to reach
the shore. There exist different terms for boats in Îgvedic
Literature such as T¡ri, Tara¸i [a raft class], Plava [water craft
of lesser or bigger size], Drun [raft made of logs used on
rivers], Pratara¸i [guards corner]. Ships had masts generally
called as Bandhura / Vandhura, Skambha or Stambha and
generally were three in number as stated in RV [1.34.2;1.34.9
and 7.69.2]. Ropes are mentioned as in RV [7.69.7] and were
used for hoisting and lowering sails or along with anchors as
in RV [10.41.1]. The Îgveda also mentions about a voyage
undertaken by Varu¸a accompanied by VasiÀ¶ha as in RV
[7.88.3-4]. The Yajurveda

8 
YV [21.6-7] refers to mantras used

for journey in a boat. The áatapatha Br¡hma¸a
9
refers to a ship

during the great flood when Vaivasvata Manu was forewarned
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by the ship. The P¡raskarag¤hyas£tra
10 

[3.15.10-11] enjoins to
pray to the boat with certain mantras to cross over the world
like ocean. Sage V¡lm¢ki's R¡m¡ya¸a

11 
(VR) has rich

knowledge of the ocean, various ships as well as several
islands. The text [KiÀkindh¡ K¡¸·a, Chap.40] has rich
references to such islands as Sugr¢va orders the V¡naras to
search for Dev¢ S¢t¡ in such places. The text clearly refers
to the South East Asian islands like Yavadv¢pa [Java],
Suvar¸adv¢pa [Sumatra] and R£pyakadv¢pa as in VR [KiÀkindh¡
K¡¸·a, 40.30-31]. The text [Ayodhya K¡¸·a, 52.6-7] refers
to N¡va, Nau as in [Ayodhya K¡¸·a, 52.8-9] and Nauka as
in [Ayodhya K¡¸·a, 52.81]. Boats used by Lord R¡ma to cross
the Ganges at á¤´gaverapurawere of medium class and strong
built. Boats used by the Guh¡, king of the NiÀ¡das were strong
enough to carry 100 soldiers. Sage Vy¡sa's Mah¡bh¡rata

12
also

has references to naval expeditions, sea navigation and various
types of boats. In the context of the escape of P¡¸·avas from
the burning house of lac, the text mentions about a ship of
large size with machinery, all kinds of weapons of war and
able to defy the storms and waves ---

∫…¥…«¥……i…∫…Ω…∆ x……¥…∆ ™…xj…™…÷HÚ…∆ {…i…… EÚx…“®…¬*  ∂…¥…‰ ¶……M…“Æl…“i…“Æ‰ x…ÆËÃ¥…∏…∆ ¶… ¶…&EfiÚi…®…¬||

sarvav¡tasah¡Æ n¡vaÆ yantrayukt¡Æ pat¡kin¢m| ¿ive
bh¡g¢rath¢t¢re narairvi¿raÆbhibhiÅ k¤tam||

The Sabh¡parva [28.44-46] refers to a voyage by
Sahadeva who conquered the Mlecchas in various islands in
the sea. The Kar¸aparva [60.22] of the text mentions about
of shipwrecks of traders. Interestingly the Mah¡bh¡rata also

60



mentions about westward sea voyages to the Mediterranean
Sea passing through the Red sea as it mentions Antakhi
[Antioch], Rom¡ [Rome or Romaka], Yavanapura [Alexan-
dria], the Southeast Asian islands and so on. Much of the
navigational information in Pur¡¸as is not yet fully researched
although one finds the Var¡hapur¡¸a

13 
[Chap.171,4-10]

mentioning a trader Gokar¸a embarking on a voyage but
whose ship was wrecked by a storm. The M¡rka¸·eyapur¡¸a

14

refers to an ill-fated ship sailing on the great ocean.

Maritime Activity and Navigation in Post-vedic Texts

The study of maritime activity of Pre-Mauryan periods
depends on Buddhist and Jain literature.The J¡takas

15
 have

numerous instances of traders setting out for voyages and
trade. Buddhist texts like Suttapi¶aka, Samyutta Nik¡ya, D¢gha
Nik¡ya, B¡veruj¡taka, Supparaka J¡taka, Samudrava¸ijaj¡taka
and Milindap¡nha have extensive references to voyages,
marine observation, ships, wrecks, Nautical training, knowl-
edge of weather and instruments. Jain texts like Ëva¿yakac£r¸¢
and S£trak¤t¡´ga Ù¢k¡ also flourish extensive details of
voyages, weather information and nautical terms. These have
been elaborated in literature.

16
 Pa¸ini's AÀ¶¡dhy¡y¢ refers to

suitable woods for ship construction, boats of various
types,terms for naval crew that have been elaborated by
scholars.

17
 The AmarakoÀa of AmarasiÆha dated to 5

th
-6

th
c.

A.D. also has some interestingly terms related to ship building
and navigation. Bhoja's Yuktikalpataru

18
dated to 11

th
c.A.D has

elaborate information on different types of ships, construction,
materials used and other aspects that are discussed by scholars.
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Several maritime activities and navigation aspects of the
medieval period as well as Islamic sources are discussed in
recent literature.

19
 The rich nautical information in ancient

Tamil Sangam literature has also been elaborately discussed
along with several nautical terms by scholars in recent
works.

20,21
 The contribution of the Pallavas and Cholas to

maritime activity also has been richly discussed in recent
literature.

22,23
 Sailing ships of the Indian ocean have also been

richly depicted in ancient Indian art.
24

Ancient Shipping Manuals and their Nautical Knowledge

There exist individual shipping manuals and treatises in
various parts of India that not much of them have been fully
explored. Though there is no direct evidence of the pilots being
equipped with such manuals but there occur references to their
use in Arabic and Persian texts. These maritime manuals
consisted of star positions, latitudes, physical descriptions of
land, islands and sailing directions.Muslim Geographers like
Abu Zayd Al Sir¡fi, Ali b. Al Hasan-Al-Mas£di, Muhammad
b. Ahmad-Al-Muqaddasi provide descriptions of routes, seas,
tides and seafaring communities. Glimpses of Arabic
navigation and their treatises are discussed in recent
literature.

25
 The Arab navigator Ahmad Ibn Majid [15

th
 C.A.D]

from Julfar in Arabian Gulf wrote over 40 works on navigation
of which some were poems and also prose works such as
'Kit¡b Al Fawaid Fi Usul Al Bahr Wal Qawaid'

26 
that has been

discussed by scholars [Book of benefits in principles of
navigation] based on a Persian sailing manual [known as

62



Rahn¡ma]. Sulaym¡n Al-Mahri from Yemen wrote five
navigational texts in 16

th
c. A.D. Sidi Ali Reis, a Turkish

admiral who sailed the Indian Ocean wrote a navigational
manual in Turkish [around 1553 A. D.] entitled 'Al-Mohit' that
has been extensively discussed by J.Von Hammer Purgstall.

27

The Italian traveller Ludovico-di-Varthema is stated to have
met Arabian navigators on his voyage from Red sea to Indian
Ocean who had with them compass and charts that supports
other stories of Vasco-da-Gama being given sea-charts
suggesting a route to India. Such navigational manuals may
have existed in Sanskrit, Tamil and other regional languages
of which many have not survived the times. Several small pilot
manuals termed as Mal¡mnipothis of 17

th
-18

th
 c.A.D. written

by Kutchi or Gujarati navigators such as Malam Vasram
Fara¸i [1665 A. D.], M¡dhavji Jiv¡ni [1756 A. D.], Malam
Somaji, Hiren Gov¡ji [1780 A. D.], Suro Dhanani [1781 A.D.]
exist. A brief overview of Kutchi navigation has been
discussed by scholars.

28
 These manuals elaborate on V¡stu¿¡stra

details for constructions of ships, astronomy and astrological
factors, unseen sea dangers, knowledge of weather, sailing
routes, coastal features, details of ocean depth, methods to cure
sea illness, details of trade and other related nautical matters
that have been elaborated in literature.

29
 There are some texts

in Tamil dealing on shipping and nautical matters.The
'N¡vai¿¡stram'

30
, a palm leaf manuscript in the McKenzie

collections in Madras is astrological in character but has some
data on boat parts. It is attributed to Trik£¶a Nambi and has
certain verses related to Maramve¶¶i V¡stu¿¡stra [felling of
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timber for ship building purposes] auspicious time to initiate
the building,lay the keel, physical defects and timber quality.
The 'Kappal¿¡stram'

31
another Tamil text of Tarangambadi

dated to 1620 c. A.D. based on two manuscripts [D.NO.1996
and D.NO.1997] in Govt. Oriental Manuscripts Library has
been published and deals on ideal timber for the keel,
astrological matter related to ships as well as prognostication
based on five birds.

An anonymous literary work titled 'Karum¡¸ikkan Kappal
Kovai'

32 
in 400 stanzas dated to about 14

th
c.A.D. deals on some

nautical information. A Tamil ballad titled 'Kuluturayan
Kappal P¡¶¶u' (18

th
 c. A. D.) deals on varieties of timber, their

selection for boat construction that has been discussed in
literature.

33
 A ritualistic song related to worship of Goddess

Kannaki in ár¢kurumba shrines of Malabar titled 'Kannakiyum
C¢rmakk¡vum'

34 
provides details on sacred Lore found in the

construction of vessels such as the 'Tacc¡n' [carpenter],
selection of a big tree, modes of cutting and making planks,
measurements of the vessels, joining by nails, the offerings
to the Goddess, releasing the ship into ocean in an auspicious
period. Some navigation manuals in Arabic-Tamil and Arabic-
Malayalam have been also traced in Lakshadweep, Malabar
and Southern Tamil Nadu. One such text is the 'Rahm¡ni of
M. P. Kunhikunhi M¡lmi of Kavara¶¶i'

35
that has been

published. A Malayalam text titled 'N¡vik¡¿¡stram'
[Ottaka¸akka] by P.I. KoyaKidave has also details of sailing,
improved instrumentation and other shipping information. The

64



'Nagore M¢ran P¡¶¶u' in Arabic Tamil is also a song used
by navigators. Some of these Malayalam manuals on
navigation detailing on star directions, shore or coastal turns,
wind flows, astronomical information, weather and ocean
current status as well as description of compass that have been
published in form of extracts and need to be studied for their
rich information.

36
 An interdisciplinary research into nautical

Astronomy based on Indian Astronomical texts would be
rewarding.

Navigational Instruments and their Associated
Mathematics

The navigators of Northern Indian Ocean such as the
Indians, Chinese, Arabs, Persians and Malays who sailed in
northern latitudes between 7

th
 and 23

rd
 parallel mainly in East-

West direction recognized that the Pole star [Dhruva] was
above horizon and used to find direction. But as this star and
other stars of the Little Bear could be covered by clouds,other
stars were chosen. The bulk of stars used by seamen of the
Coromandel Coast are Moon-culminating close to or on either
side of the ecliptic. The stars generally used for sailing were
Ërdra (Betelgeuse), M¤ga¿iras (Orion's head or Bellatrix),
P£¿am (Procyon), Tiruvo¸am (Altair), Ottraivelli (Agastya /
Canopus), Punarp£¿am (Pollux), Sapta¤Ài (Great Bear),
áa´khuvelli (Tri¿a´ku / Southern cross), Arundhati (pointer
in Great Bear), Rohi¸¢ (Aldebran) and Magh¡ (Regulus). The
Stellar Compass Rose is a figure in a nautical chart or map
or compass used to display four cardinal directions along with
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32 directions related to rising and setting of 15 stars.
37

 Finger
measurements were taken with the bent arm and with the nose
as point of reference to assess the Pole Star altitude. These
were known as 'Viralka¸akku' and were also used to assess
the moment of noon and also carpentry measurements for boat
building. Apart from these special nautical instruments such
as the Ruba Al Mujayyab [Quadrant], Kol-palagai [Davis
Quadrant], R¡ppalagai [Kamal], Kauku¶¶i [Balistior Cross
staff], Mariner's Compass, plumb ball [for depth measure-
ments] were used

38
 that have been illustrated in Fig 1. The

Quadrant was known from 7
th
 c.A.D. as described by

Brahmagupta and it was used to measure the altitude of the
Sun as well as any bright star. A text 'Ris¡la' by Maradim
printed at Tirurangadi, Kerala describes four ways in which
the quadrant can be used. The KauvelliPalagai [a board that
in 3 inches long and 2¼ inches broad] is described in a Tamil
navigational text. It consists of a knotted thread that passes
through a hole and fixed at the back of the board. One of
the knots is held by the teeth and the board is held with
extended hand to ascertain the altitude of a star. The
R¡ppalagai had nine graduated boards and was not known to
the west prior to the voyage of Vasco da Gama.

39
 It was known

as 'Kamal' as recorded by Sidi Celebi in his Turkish
navigational manual 'Al-Mohit'. The Kol-palagaiis an im-
proved version of the gnomon that has two separate arcs both
measuring 90

0
. Sulayaman Al-Mahri improved the 'Kamal' by

substituting the cords with a measuring stick that allowed the
device to measure solar altitudes as well. It was known as
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Fig. 1. Traditional Navigation instruments used by seamen in Indian ocean
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'Al-Balisti' in Arabic and as Kauku¶¶i in India. Apart from
this the Astrolabes were also in use. Some of the mathematics
involved in their usage has been discussed in nautical manuals.

Traditional Maritime Knowledge of Kerala

The traditional Malabar Coast was rich in maritime
activities from an early period. Early inscriptions are useful
for studying commercial activities of coastal Kerala. Coastal
towns and harbours like Kasargod, Mangalore, Calicut,
Kollam, Kodungallore, Cochin are frequently referred by Arab
geographers in their writings. Chinese vessels frequented the
coast of Kerala during the 9

th
-10

th
 c. A.D. Trans-oceanic trade

with Egypt and Arabia were also carried out from various parts
of Kerala. The advent of Portuguese had seen an advanced
indigenous navigation system in Malabar. The fleet of Calicut
commanded by great admirals like Kunhali Marakkars fought
for freedom of trade and navigation in Arabian sea.

Foreign accounts of maritime trade

Foreign travellers have also noticed the prosperity of these
regions and engaged in the trade of spices. The discovery of
large number of Roman coins near Cannanore and Kottayam
prove trade contacts with Rome over an extended period. The
Chinese sources and Geniza documents of Cairo (Egypt) shed
light on trade of Malabar Coast. The Geniza documents

40
 are

correspondences between a Tunisian Jewish merchant Abraham
Bin Yiju who had set up a factory in Malabar coast and his
agents. The Zamorins had good relations with the Chinese
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empire and traded in spices, pepper and iron. The foreign
accounts of Marco Polo and Ibn Battuta give details of ports
of Malabar. Ibn-Battuta mentions three types of Chinese ships
that plied the Malabar coast. LudovicoVarthema (1470-1510
A. D.), an Italian traveller mentions that Calicut was a great
ship-building centre that is also noticed by Ibn-Battuta and
Niccola de-Conti. The Chinese trade from Kollam has been
well discussed by scholars.

41
 Chinese ceramics have been

reported from various places such as Dharmadam, Kollam,
Quilon, Calicut and Kodungallur. Several other trade relations
between Kerala and China have been discussed by scholars.

42

Types of boats, ships and other vessels in Kerala

Tamil Sangam literatures, several Malayalam works from
15

th
-20

th
c. A.D. as well as Ma¸iprav¡la works mention names

of various boats and ships such as Antarv¡hin¢, To¸i, Vaµci,
Koccuvallam, C¢ni [small types of vessels] and larger vessels
such as Kappal, Vallam, Marakkalam, Íru, O·am and
Pa¶¶emari. Different types of traditional coastal vessels along
the Kerala coast have been discussed in recent literature.

43
 A

selected list of such vessel terms as gleaned from literary and
oral traditions is given in Tab. 1. To¸i, Vepputo¸i, O·am,
Otta¶¶·ai Vallam, Kocu Vaµci, C¢ni Vallam are dug out
canoes along the Kerala coast. Plank-built crafts are either
stitched or of nailed types. The stitched plank built crafts
include Pa¶¶i, Kettu Vallam, Kolli Vallam, Cu¸·an Vallam,
Kappal Maµci, Carakku Vallam, Pa¶¶emari, Kambala Vala
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Vallam. The nailed plank-built crafts include Camputto¸i,
Chavam, Pilavar boat, Maccuva and Faiferka boat. Those used
for racing in lakes include Cu¸·an Vallam, Churulan Vallam,
Kovallam, Palliyo·am, O·i Vallam  and so on. Flat bottomed
vessels suitable for shallow waters are termed as 'Íru' and
are of various types whose building traditions still continue
at Beypore and other places. The details of stone anchors
discovered in Kerala especially near the beach of Kannur close
to Hydross Palli mosque has been described by scholars.

44

Construction of vessels

Rich traditions of ship building exist among the Tacc¡n
(carpenter occupation related) families scattered in centres like
Calicut, Beypur, Panthalayani Kollam and Madayi of which
some are discussed in literature.

45
 Excavations at early historic

sites of Pa¶¶anam (25 km North of Kochi) proposed to be
Muziri produced a lower portion of dug-out canoe dated to
about 1

st
 century BCE. Recent excavations at Kadakkarapally

in Kerala have unearthed remains of an iron fastened boat with
well-preserved conditions of wood and interesting construc-
tion. The scientific and technological features of such boat
building have been discussed in literature.

46
 The method of

iron-fastening planks was probably copied from Chinese and
Javanese Junks which had moored along the Malabar Coast
prior to the arrival of Portuguese. Gaspar Correia, the
chronicler of Vasco da-Gama's voyages, in his 16

th
c.A D. text

reports having seen at Cannanore [north of Malabar] vessels
with iron fastened planks.
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Tab. 1. Malayalam terms for boats, ships and vessels in
literary and oral traditions

Malayalam Purpose of use / Malayalam Purpose of use /
term Meaning term Meaning

O·am Dug-out canoe Cu¸·an Vallam / Big race boat
Palliyo·am

Kettu Vallam Stitched plank- Churulan Royal pleasure
built vessel Vallam boat

To¸i Flat bottomed craft Vepputo¸i Used for hook
and line fishing

C¢ni Vallam Dug-out canoe Kappal Used to cross
built of specific the ocean

species of timber

Kayal Vallam For fishing and Padaku Small Kappal
transporting passengers used by pirates

Kappal Maµci Used for trade O·i Vallam Long narrow
along coastal regions fat moving craft

to chase pirates

Carakku Vallam To transport Otta¶¶a·i Vallam Built of a
cargoes single log

Palliyo·ams are unique snake boats that are plank-built
and used in tradtional boat races. There are specific
measurements and names for the planks such as Erapalaka
(keel), Mattapalaka (two planks on sides of keel), Va´ku
Palaka (topmost plank), Ma¸ikal (ribs of the vessel), Ariko·i
(side-planks for seating oarsmen), Alo·i (for seating directors).
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Paddles were made out of Anneli tree (Artocarpus Hirsutus).
Some other types of wood used in Kerala include
Mullumurukku (Erythrina astricta), Chakka / jackfruit tree
(Artocarpus heterophyllus), Mango (Mangifera indica) and
teak (Tectona grandis). Different types of snake boats take part
in the races. A recent publication discusses some modeling
and Computation Fluid Dynamics (CFD) analysis of such
traditional snake boats.

47

Nautical terms for vessel parts and crew

Rich vocabulary of nautical terms exists in Malayalam
literature that is not yet fully explored.These include Rudder
[Amaram], long pole to propel boat [Irakkol], anchor
[Irumput¡ltti], ship ladder [Kava¸ika], oar [KÀepani], Compass
[Camukka], Sail [P¡y], Mast [P¡ymara], lighthouse [Minn¡ram],
prow [A¸iyam], deck [Ta¶¶u] and cable [C¢n¡kkayaru]. There
also exist terms of crew of a ship or boat such as sailor
[Urukk¡ran], owner of vessel [O¶¶akk¡ran], Captain [Kappitt¡n],
helmsman [Kar¸adh¡ran], one who works on an oar
[Ta¸·¡lan], one who propels the boat with a pole [To¸ikk¡ran]
and freighter [Kevukk¡ran].

Knowledge of winds

Malayalam sea manuals mention that violent winds may
be expected from D£mar¡¸·i [South East] in April-May. In
May-June it will be from south and so on in the eight directions
progressing month wise. Such details of winds as well as
coastal land marks have been elaborated in literature.

48
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Maritime traditions of ancient Kerala record several winds by
several terms such as Agnik¡ttu (south east wind), Kacc¡nk¡ttu
(hot NNW long shore wind), Karak¡ttu (land wind),
Ko¶¶u¸k¡ttu (storm wind), Cul¡lik¡ttu (whirl wind), Tul¡
Tekkan (storms at end of monsoon), Tenk¡ttu (Southeast
wind), Tennik¡ttu (south wind), Dhanurv¡ta (winterly wind),
Malakk¡tu (East wind),Va¶ak¡ttu (NW wind). Some of them
are mapped in the octagonal Wind-Rose with respect to eight
directions as shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Octagonal Wind-Rose indicating winds of 8 directions
known to Kerala seamen

Knowledge of ocean currents and the detection of speed

Several Malayalam terms exist with respect to waves such
as Ala (a general wave), Ullolam (wave surge), Veliyettam
(Ebb tide), Veliyirakam (flow tide), Alay¡li (rough sea),
Ka¶ale¶uppu (high sea), Nuraka¶¶al (frothy sea), Marakka¶al
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(rolling sea).  Malabar seamen recognise quick waves during
May to September as well as cyclones. They identify  the sea
as successive strips from the shore based on depth and nature
of waves. An instrument known as 'Tappupalagai' consisting
of wooden plank acting as a stout quadrant with a rope
(Tappukayaru) knotted at specific regular intervals is lowered
into the ocean and used to measure the speed of ocean currents.
The direction of the current flow was determined by throwing
a moist ball of wood ash into the sea and tracking its
movement. Apart from this the colour of sea water, sea-life
such as fishes and birds were also used for navigating along
the coasts. The direction for sighting islands was also
determined by release of birds such as crows or sea birds from
aboard the ship that flew in the direction of land.

Thus one finds rich contributions to nautical sciences in
Kerala that need to be researched from an inter-disciplinary
perspective.

Conclusions

Indigenous navigation,ship building and maritime activi-
ties of ancient Indians are elaborated in ancient literature
beginning from the Vedic times as well as in the epics,
Pur¡¸as, K¡vyas, Buddhist, Jain and other Post-Vedic texts.
Though the Post-Vedic texts give  greater details with regard
to the ship types, their Construction, instruments for
navigation[their use and construction], marine observations and
so on,one needs to reconstruct such detailed accounts from
earlier literature. There do exists several available shipping
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texts and sailing manuals of which a few are only published
but have not been researched fully on a interdisciplinary level
in order to determine cross-regional influences or those from
foreign resources. These manuals are also rich in various
marine observations, various weather patterns,astronomical
and astrological factors that deserve to be studied with other
ancient Indian texts on these fields and can be simulated by
using modern computational tools by scientists and engineers
to further gain insights into the ancient observations made by
Indians. A detailed study of various nautical instruments and
their use supported by astronomical calculations described in
these manuals as well as practical training by existing family
traditions is the need of the hour so as to document the rich
oral traditional and nautical vocabulary in the vast Malayalam
literature that will help in bringing out more details of
indigenous ship-building and navigation techniques of Kerala.
Further interdisciplinary studies into the foreign archival
records of the Portuguese, Dutch, French, British, South East
Asian Arabic and Chinese needs to be explored by suitable
funding from Government and NGOs as Kerala had ancient
contacts with such places and the vital navigation information
in these texts has not been investigated fully. These will help
in exploring the rich maritime of heritage of Kerala.
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As we cannot make a flame go downwards by

turning it topsy-turvy, so it is equally impossible for

a host of misfortunes to deprive a courageous man

of his usual fortitude even by putting his patience

to the severest test.

-- Bhartrhari's  Nitisastram 106.

Constancy in the knowledge of the Self, and an

insight into the object of the knowledge of the

Truth---this is declared to be knowledge, and all

that is contrary to it is ignorance.

-- Bhagavad Gita 13. 11



Revitalizing the Eternal Values of
Social Ethics by the Renaissance

Thinkers of Kerala

Dr. Syamala K. & Dr. P.I. Devaraj

Human beings are social beings because we cannot
understand their nature independent of their social environ-
ment. Human being, apart from a society, is an abstraction.
Ethics is bonded with the concept of society. Since ethics
emerges in society and has much to do with social relations,
it could very well be considered as a social science and it
is particularly concerned with morality and social develop-
ment. A relevant question here is why ethics? Or why should
one feel bothered about consequences of ethics? In the state
of nature, men may be moved mostly by self-interest. But soon
they understood that "clashes of self- interests are so damaging
that it was more to their interest to forego doing  injury to
others than to continue in their natural way of life, so risking
any injury that others might do to them."

1
 So we can say that

ethics is not meant for individuals acting in isolation.
Dependence on one another gives rise to social ethics and the
very nature of ethics is to impose limits on human freedom,
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so as to promote the freedom and welfare of all. According
to Swami Vivekananda, "As one transcends  self-interest and
becomes more and more concerned with larger circles--- family,
neighbourhood, village or town, country and the world- the
moral strength of the person goes on increasing, provided the
concern is genuine and backed by suitable action. A house
holder who looks after his wife and children is certainly a
good man even in a moral sense. But better still is a man
who, after meeting his householder's obligation, finds time and
resources to help others too."

2 
Hence we can say that ethics

is something considered as desirable or beneficial universally
or it is not just self-serving but it is showing concern or regard
or love for others also. Here lies the importance of social ethics
which is concerned with the principles and guidelines that
regulate corporate welfare within a society. Our attempt
through this paper is to highlight the norms of social ethics
followed by the Renaissance thinkers of Kerala to analyse how
they put these norms into practice in their social philosophy.
For this, first let us have a glimpse into ethical background
of Hinduism.

Ethics in Hinduism

The great epics of Hinduism--- the R¡m¡ya¸a and the
Mah¡bh¡rata, the Pur¡¸as as well as story books like
Paµcatantra, J¡taka and Hitopade¿a were all meant to present
moral lessons and show how ethics was put into practice and
how moral conflicts were resolved. And here we should not
forget the fact that these works were meant not only for the
intellectual elite but also for the mass people. Here we can
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find that didactic and narrative were fused together so that
the people may receive the moral lessons well and will
remember by them. These works actually wanted to morally
elevate the intellectuals as well as the ordinary people
including the illiterate, and hence they were presented in the
form of stories which could be remembered well by all. In
Hinduism, we find that the moral path or dharma was never
abandoned. Na tyajet dharma-mary¡dean api k½eÀa-daÀ¡m
Àrit¡h.' Mah¡bh¡rata also says that we should not ignore the
lasting values of dharma for the sake of passing pleasure or
pain. In reply to a question from YudhiÀ¶ira, BheeÀma observes
that dharma in the sense of righteousness is the trust and
dependable friend of human being and it protects him even
after his death. As it was stated by Jois, "Dharma sustains
the society. Dharma maintains social order. Dharma ensures
the well-being and progress of humanity Dharma is surely that
which fulfils these objectives."

3 
In the Dharma¿astr¡s as well

as epics, depending on the context, dharma connotes rites of
moral conduct or virtue, religious duties including obligatory
rites and also duties to society. The ideal of dharma combines
morality and metaphysics and Dharma¿astr¡s have included
the moral virtues in it. According to P.V. Kane, "The writers
of Dharma¿astr¡s, meant by dharma not a creed or religion,
but a mode of life or a code of conduct, which regulated a
man's works and activities as a member of society and as an
individual and was intended to being about gradual
development of man and to enable him to reach what was
deemed to be the goal of human experience."

4 
Hence Dharma

was considered as the basis of individual and social life.
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The three-fold scheme of dharma includes--- S¡dh¡ra¸a
dharma, Var¸a dharma and Ë¿rama dharma. Sri Kedarnath
Tiwari describes the importance of these dharmas thus: "The
Hindu distinction between the s¡dh¡ra¸a dharma and
var¸a¿ramadharmas has also its speciality and significance.
S¡dh¡ra¸a dharmas are for all alike. Everyone, irrespective
of the class or states, has to observe these dharmas. Certain
dharmas become obligatory for one by virtue of his being the
member of a particular class or his passing through a particular
stage of life. The class division has the inherent recognition
of the natural fact that men cannot be equally fit and efficient
for all kinds of social duties. Social duties demand what may
be on the apparent realisation of the fact that life is a staircase
on which one can ascend gradually by way of discharging
necessary duties relative to each stage."

5
 Hence we can say

that according to ancient Indian ethics it is dharma that
maintains the social fabric, its stability and harmony. By
providing a set of norms it helps the society to move in a
disciplined and harmonious manner. So, for the smooth
functioning of the social fabric as well as for preparing oneself
for higher pursuits, the observance of the norms set by dharma
is necessary. Again, though spiritual progress was highly
regarded, dharma was a pre-requisite for it. Thus we see that
social ethics through dharma was given a very high place in
the ancient Indian tradition.

Social Philosophy of Renaissance Thinkers of Kerala

Inspite of these ethical teachings, social evils did continue
in India, particularly the oppression of the lower caste and
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discrimination against women. Their cause was taken up by
modern reformers beginning with Raja Ram Mohan Roy. He
laid the foundation for Indian Renaissance as well as
modernisation of Hinduism. An analysis of contemporary
socio-political thought reveals that the basic stream of these
thoughts springs from the ancient Indian Vedic philosophy.
Contemporary Indian thinkers analyzed the ancient Indian
socio-political thought, accepted its philosophical bases,
endorsed its world view and the concept of human nature,
condemned social evils like casteism, communalism, region-
alism, colonialism and economic exploitation and suggested
remedies. They examined the problems of our country from
a nationalist and patriotic point of view. They cherished the
ideal of spiritual nationalism and thus almost all of them
propounded the message of internationalism and humanism.

During the 19
th
 century, the social fabric of Kerala was

much degenerated and static because it had developed in such
a way as to include a large number of castes and sub-castes.
Each of these castes and sub-castes had its predetermined role
and status in the Kerala society during that time. Hence we
can say that caste system, during this time, divided the Hindu
society into many compartments that were in conflict with one
another. The upper caste people enjoyed special privileges as
they constituted the land owning class. The Brahmins were
interpreters of the law and upholders of Vedic scriptures and
Dharma¿astr¡s. According to P. F. Gopakumar, "The Brahmins
imposed their hegemony on the indigenous people. Eventually,
they divided the population into various castes by placing
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themselves at the top of the hierarchy of wealth, power,
position and privilege. This made the condition of the
marginalized people deplorable."

6 
The members of the

backward communities were treated in an inhuman manner and
they were treated as outcastes or non-caste Hindus. The society
was divided into touchable and untouchables in an irrational
way. The concepts of human equality, upheld by religions and
preached by prophets, were valueless in the context of social
relations. Untouchability was itself the supreme example of
social inequality. All great thinkers come forward with some
relevant answer to any major challenges that faces the nation.
This happens because such challenges facing the nation cannot
be faced with the help of prescribed formulae. In Kerala, a
supreme challenge of this kind existed in the form of social
evils like caste discrimination, untouchability, extreme form
of communalism, child marriage, economic exploitation,
superstition, etc. The last decades of the 19

th
 century saw the

rise of powerful social and religious reform movements among
the people in Kerala. These movements had as their aims the
eradication of untouchability, the breakdown of inter-caste
barriers and the abolition of many costly and wasteful social
practices and customs.The Renaissance thinkers of Kerala
understood that there can be no equality, fraternity and justice
in the society if large sections of society suffer from social
discrimination. They firmly believed that in order to establish
an egalitarian society, regeneration was required on the basis
of spiritualism, humanism and nationalism. Here we would like
to highlight these three elements as the basis of the social
philosophy of these great thinkers.
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Spiritualism

The Renaissance led to a rediscovery of the past of the
country and reassertion of its ancient values. It was a new
awakening and expression of the genesis of Indian's tradition
and culture. What is noteworthy is that even in its most radical
expression, Indian Renaissance did not break off with the past.
It synthesised the finest element of our culture with the western
scientific and humanistic culture. With regard to spiritualism,
they redefined this concept which branded spiritualism as a
philosophy which shows no concern for the immediate
existential crisis faced by human beings in their daily life.
Usually spiritual philosophers are always considered as
interested in extra-mundane human concerns like attaining self-
perfection or liberation or salvation. Through their life and
activities, Renaissance thinkers of Kerala proved that this
misconceived notion about spiritual philosophers is largely due
to the improper understanding of the term 'Spiritual'.
Spirituality, according to them, is a kind of disposition or
attitude, a disciplined way of life through which one can attain
spiritual awakening. A spiritualist need not be an anti-
materialist, but a contented materialist. So they advocated
spirituality where each and every member of the society
contributes to the development of inherent divinity. They
inspired us to rise above the low spirit and eliminated all
narrowness of the mind and heart in order to be justified to
the service of society. They ensured a new form of social
consciousness where spirituality acts as a guiding spirit of the
ascent of man. To them, there was no difference between
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service of man and worship of God, between manliness and
faith, between righteousness and spirituality. Here we can see
that the spiritualism is not narrow in the sense that it is neither
creedal not sectarian. This kind of spiritualism affirms life and
was conscious of our inescapable involvement in the socio-
political and cultural life of the society in which we live. It
helps us in transcending the triviality of this day-to-day life
pattern in order to make our life more meaningful, authentic,
purposeful and perfect.

Nationalism

The Renaissance movement in Kerala was born out of
nationalism. They realised that no political battle could be
fought unless there is a solid and reliable socio-ethic
foundation. So they fought against all the social evils and
atrocities, customs, norms and values, which we justified in
the name of age-old tradition. They subscribed to the belief
that all human beings belong to one single family. Exploitation
and inequality of any form was a rejection of this principle.
Hence they wanted to establish a new society which was
completely free from exploitation and oppression. They
believed that without social reforms, political reforms are
meaningless and held that as long as there was inequality on
the social and economic plane, there could be no political
democracy. They firmly believed that political progress would
be impossible without a refined and enlightened society. So
they started social reform movements which aimed at the
eradication of untouchability, evils of caste system and the
abolition of many costly and wasteful social practices and
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customs. They initiated the movements for the reconstruction
of the society based on true interpretation of religion. The fire
lit by them in that repressive society gave to the people of
Kerala the strength to clear new paths to freedom and equality.

Humanism

The Renaissance thinkers of Kerala have all fundamen-
tally subscribed to the humanist philosophy and they
recognised the value or dignity of man. In order to get rid
of the evils of caste system or emancipate the down trodden
masses they brought about certain social reforms and the basis
of this was humanism in them. According to William Murry,
humanism is "affirmation of the worth and dignity of every
person, a commitment to human betterment and the necessity
for human beings to take responsibility for themselves and the
world."

7  
It means that every human beings is potentially

rational and therefore, the political locus of freedom and
dignity. From this angle of humanism arouses the notion of
human rights for that which the reformative thinkers of Kerala
stood for. It was again this humanism which posed them to
undertake a secularist attitude so as to save the downtrodden
masses from the grip of religious fundamentalism. They
thought that the spread of secularism was necessary to bring
about a unity in the multicultural and multi-religious society
like Kerala.

Reformative thinkers showed a deep appreciation of the
problems of human life and the destiny of man, and in the
sense all of them were humanists.  Accordingto Dr. Srinivas,
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"In their philosophies of humanism we come across the
distinction made between the concern of philosophy and the
ideal of philosophical thinking. The concern of philosophy is
to tackle the existential problems of the individuals living in
different life situations. Thus the needs of man and society
become the primary concern of philosophy. But the ideal of
philosophical thinking makes us realise that at one point of
life we have to transcend the limitations of this empirical world
to attain absolute freedom. This is the ultimate goal of life."

8

So they worked for the betterment of humanity and inspired
man to seek self-realisation with a view to achieve self-
perfection which will result in social perfection.

To conclude, we can say that the social ethics on which
the Reformative thinkers of Kerala based their philosophy were
the ideals of spiritualism, nationalism and humanism. They did
not overlook the material base of life and society. They
examined the problems of our society from a nationalistic and
patriotic point of view. They cherished the ideal of spiritual
nationalism and humanism and wanted to establish an
egalitarian social set up. They not only preached it but also
practised it and through this they were redefining the then
existing norms of social ethics.
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Words that do not give offence and that are truthful,

pleasant, and beneficial, and also the regular

recitation of the Vedas---these are said to be the

austerity of speech.

-- Bhagavad Gita 17. 15



The Contribution of K¤À¸aguptan
to Sanskrit Tradition

Vasu A.

Date and Life

K¤À¸aguptan was born in 1864 as the son of
Kuttir¡manezhuthacchan of Melethrikkavu, a branch of
'VayilyaÆkunnu Ch£rath. K¤À¸aguptan learned Sanskrit and
Astrology from Kan¸amKulaÆgara Kunjunni Ezhuthacchan,
his grandfather.  He gained great knowledge in Astrology from
his father. His brother shouldered the family responsibilities
after the death of their father. K¤À¸aguptan studied Sanskrit
and practised Astrology at an early age.

1
 He grew as an

eminent Astrologer under the guidance of his Gurun¡tha,
Punna¿¿eri Nampi N¢laka¸¶a áarma. He was a great devotee
of Vayilyamkunnu Ga¸apati. He believed that his ardent faith
in and offerings to his deity made him successful as an
Astrologer.

His Education

Once K¤À¸aguptan visited the munsif's house in
Angadippuram to convince himself of the mastery of



Punna¿¿eri Nampi N¢laka¸¶a áarma. He decided to join
Pattambi Punna¿¿eri Kalari. In 1889 he joined Punna¿¿eri
Kalari at the age of 25. On seeing him, Nampi asked what
his caste was. "Moothan community" was the reply of
K¤À¸aguptan. Moothan community belonged to the Vai¿ya
caste. Nampi agreed to teach him because he belonged to the
third category in the "Varna" system. Punna¿¿eri Nampi once
again enquired of the caste of this student and sought consent
of the Samoothiri Kovilakam for teaching him. Br¡hma¸a was
called as áarma, KÀathria as Varma, Vai¿ya as Gupta and
S£dra as D¡sa --- by the surnames allowed in that period. The
M£thans of Valluvanad belonged to the Vai¿ya caste and
hence they got the Surname Guptas.

2 
 K¤À¸aguptan is the name

given by Punna¿¿eri Nampi, though Nampi called him
K¤À¸atarakan.

3
 He was a student of the first batch of

Punna¿¿eri Kalari. K V¡sudevan M£sad, Krishna Warrier and
Vadakkeppattu Narayanan Nair were his classmates. Classes
were conducted from 2.30 am to 4 am. The teacher sat in
a chair and students sat on the ground in front of him. Initially,
classes were conducted in Punna¿¿eri Illam and later shifted
to S¡rasvatodyotin¢ P¡¶ha¿¡l¡. Punna¿¿eri Nampi had given
great importance to the study of Astrology.  Literature and
grammar were the other major subjects taught there.
K¤À¸aguptan was a student here for four years.

4
 After passing

the Vidv¡n course, he joined as a Munshi (A language teacher
or professor) at Government Sanskrit College, Coimbatore.
The teacher-student relation lasted till the end. K¤À¸aguptan
was Nampi's favourite student

5
. The caste-ridden age

influenced even such a great scholar like Punna¿¿eri Nampi.
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They communicated through letters and they used to write
¿lokas instead of prose for communication. K¤À¸aguptan
returned to his home at Kallekulangara towards the end of
the 19th century.

B¡lasubodhin¢ SaÆsk¤ta P¡¶ha¿¡l¡

At Kallekulangara, K¤À¸aguptan started B¡lasubodhin¢
SaÆsk¤ta P¡¶ha¿¡l¡ in 1907. It was modelled on
S¡rasvatodyotin¢ SaÆsk¤ta P¡¶ha¿¡l¡ of Punna¿¿eri Nampi. It
is in the southern part of Ittikkulam in Kallekkulangara. It was
mainly a Sanskrit school. Kuttiezhuthachan was the first
Headmaster in the school. The students belonged to different
castes. Sreerangan, a famous student who was very successful
belonged to 'Chakliya' community which at that time was
considered an Avar¸a Samud¡ya.

6

The classes were divided into primary and secondary
having four years' study in each division. After the secondary
education, the students were trained to write entrance exam
conducted by the Madras government. The education here was
equal to modern high school education. After that the students
were able to join for 'áiroma¸i' or 'Vidv¡n'---the degree courses
conducted at that time. Most of the students went to Pattambi
or Thanjavur for University education. In the initial stage
Kuttiezhuthachan had taken the classes. Later he concentrated
on Astrology and rarely took classes. The next Headmaster
was Vidv¡n K.C. Madhava Menon. Kuttiezhuthacchan handled
some special classes. 'Kir¡t¡rjun¢yam', 'M¡gha', etc., were
taught by him. Every year Navar¡tri was celebrated on a grand
scale colourfully in Kannankulangara. 'Ezhuthinuruthal'-
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(Introduction to the world of letters of children) was conducted
by K¤À¸aguptan. Senior students in the SaÆsk¤ta P¡¶ha¿¡l¡
also helped Kuttiezhuthachan in this grand event. Large
number of students entered the world of letters in the
Ezhuthiniruthal event. Navar¡tri was an occasion for the union
of this Guru and his beloved disciples. K¤À¸aguptan taught
children who were not able to join the school in the off days.

The Annual function of B¡lasubodhin¢ was celebrated as
the festival of VayilyaÆkunnu. It was a cultural festival of
that province.  A sumptuous meal was served and Sanskrit
scholars and their followers assembled there.  Spectators were
also in large number there. Vadakkeppatt Narayanan Nair,
classmate of K¤À¸aguptan was the chief guest at the
felicitation. K. V¡sudevan M£sat always made Sanskrit
speeches, which were simple.  Freedom fighter Prof. K.V.
Ì¿ara V¡riyar,  Poet and Writer Pulakkatt P.A. V¡riyar, and
P.G. V¡riyar, were other famous students of B¡lasubodhin¢.

In 1947 the school was closed down for want of adequate
number of students V.K. Ezhuthacchan, P. Appukkutty
Gupthan, C.S. Gopalan, Kizhakkeppattu Achuthan Kutty
Menon, and A. Kesavan were the students in the last batch
of B¡lasubodhin¢.  The subjects taught were mainly Sanskrit
K¡vyas, N¡¶akas, and Vy¡kara¸a. B¡lasubodhin¢ was
upgraded in 1934. It was then named "Kerala Oriental Sanskrit
College" and affiliated to Madras University. Then there was
Vidv¡n course. After Independence this college became an
elementary school. Later this school was finally stopped due
to lack of funds.
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K¤À¸aguptan: An Astrologer

K¤À¸aguptan or Kuttyezhuthachan was a reputed astrolo-
ger also. His predictions were accurate. He predicted the result
of the Writ filed by Sir Michel Dyer against Sir C áankaran
Nair. It was related to the Jalian Vala Bagh Disaster. The
outcome of the prediction was accurate. His marriage also was
based on Astrology. He believed that his wife was born with
"Bh¡gyaj¡takam". This alliance brought him wealth and fame.
His wife died of diabetics in 1936. After that he suffered much.
He had 4 sons and 5 daughters.

Samabh¡vin¢

K¤À¸aguptan started to publish a magazine Samabh¡vin¢
in 1923, just like his guru Punna¿¿eri Nampi N¢laka¶ha
áarma's Vijn¡nacint¡ma¸i, It is one among the pioneering
magazines in Malayalam. It was published from B¡lasubodhini.
The Preface of  the first edition of Samabh¡vin¢ was written 
by Punna¿¿eri Nampi. K.C. Kesava Menon, Principal of the
B¡lasubodhini, was the editor of Samabh¡vini

7 
 It was printed

at Kamalalaya Press, Ottappalam'.  Dedicated scholars like
Punna¿¿eri Nampi, K. V¡sudevan M£sat, Appan ThaÆpur¡n,
G. áankarakurup, Vallathol, and N¡lappattu N¡rayana Menon
wrote highly valuble articles in Samabh¡vini. Its publication
was stopped in 1925 due to the financial shortages.

8

Disciples of K¤À¸aguptan

Puliathu Appu Vidhyar, Uzhuthra V¡rrier, well-known
Astrologer Arappathu Rama Gupthan, Pathinettam Kandathil
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Ayyappan Kutty Vidhyar, Irattappalyalil Narayanan Vaidyar,
Adiath Alangottil Rama Guptan, Porathody Prabhakaran Nair
(the famous Elephant doctor), C.K. Appukkutty Vaidyar,
Irattappallalil Ramankutty Vaidyar, Vettekkara Krishna V¡rrier,
Subrambanian, Sankaran Embranthiri, Madhavan Master,
Irattappaliy¡lil M.P. Krishna Guptan, R¡ma Guptan,
M¤·nandasv¡mi, etc., are the renowned  students of
B¡lasubodhin¢.

K¤À¸aguptan: A Social Reformer

K¤À¸aguptan was a social reformer. He made arrange-
ments to teach low caste students in B¡lasubodhin¢. The study
in Punna¿¿eri Kalari was the inspiration. The lower classes
like Chaklias got Sanskrit education here. This was a daring
attempt on the part of K¤À¸aguptan.  He was also the ruler
of the village (Amsam Adhikari), equivalent to Village Munsif
and Village Magistrate (civil and criminal jury of the village).

9

K¤À¸aguptan was also a member of the Taluk library. He was
the chief promoter behind the formation of "Kadambazhippuram
Sahakarana Samgham"--- a great step towards the co-operative
movement. He worked as its Secretary. Sir C. Sankaran Nair,
Sir M. Krishnan Nair, Justice Kunjiraman Nair of Madras High
Court and Mamballikkulam Krishna Menon were his close
friends.

10 
Andhra Kesari T. Prakasam, Sathyamoorthy, etc.,

visited him during independence struggle. K¤À¸aguptan dined
with the lower class guests who visited him. He broke the
tradition prohibiting the Moothans of Valluvanadu dining with
Palakkattukar. His guru Punna¿¿eri N¢laka¸¶ha áarma stayed
in his guest-house when he visited.
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In 1946 Typhoid spread in and around Vayilyamkunnu.
K¤À¸aguptan also contracted this epidemic. His disciple
Pathinettamkattil Ayyappankutty Vaidyar nursed him.
K¤À¸aguptan died in the year 1946 at the age of 82.
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Asceticism doesn't lie in mere words; He is an ascetic

who treats everyone alike. Asceticism doesn't lie in

visiting burial places; it lies not in wandering about

nor in bathing at places of pilgrimage. Asceticism

is to remain pure amidst impurities.

-- Guru Nanak



Social Life as Reflected in
M¤cchaka¶ika

Dr. Rejitha G.P.

Introduction

The Sanskrit drama is called r£paka since it gives delight
as an object of vision. R£paka is general name of its types;
and it is etymologically explained as that which is put on by
actors. Generally the r£pakas are enumerated as ten in the
main: N¡taka, Prakara¸a, Bh¡¸a, Prahasana, Dima, Vy¡yoga,
Samavak¡ra, V¢thi, A´ka and Ìh¡m¤ga.

Prakara¸a

Prakara¸a is a play in five to ten acts. The subject matter
is invited. It can also be drawn from the source like B¤hatkath¡
and similar works of older poets and not from the works like
Pur¡¸as written by ÎÀis. The story of a Br¡hmin, a merchant
or a minister. The hero is not ud¡tta or divya divine. Heroine
is either a high born woman or a courtesan.  In other matters
the prakara¸a is like the n¡taka. It is so named because the
subject is product of poet's imagination. The society
represented in a prakara¸a is more flexible, the sentiments also
are more relaxed. Vi¿van¡tha defines Prakara¸a thus:
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á£draka was an ancient Indian King and well-known play
wright. He lived in the first century AD. He wrote a prakara¸a
named M¤cchaka¶ika. It contains ten acts. This type of
prakara¸a r£paka is a very popular work in Sanskrit literature.
á£draka earned his remarkable position in Sanskrit dramatic
world by his most popular drama M¤cchaka¶ika. Unlike other
plays, this play deals with the story of common men in the
society rather than a story taken from epic or pur¡¸a. It gives
a detailed account of the individual life and the social
conditions of the ancient Ujjayini. As far as a researcher in
history is concerned, literary works are considered as one of
the best tools which can be used for studying the social
condition of a certain period. In this way M¤cchaka¶ika
describes the real social scenario of ancient Ujjayini. We can
admit that the different characters in the drama represent
different persons in actual life but they also represent the social
realities in a different point of view. It also throws light on
the social, political and religious life on those days.

A striking aspect of that period is the influence of
idealism in the society. Idealism has a great role in the society.
People gave much worth and consideration for values and
morality. Portraying of hero and heroine is in such point of
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view. It may be remembered here that the title of the drama
has been put in such a way. The M¤cchaka¶ika means 'little
clay cart'. While the heroine Vasantasena visits the hero
C¡rudatta's house, his little son seems to be worried and dull
because he doesn't have the precious toys while others play
with such type of toys. He needs a golden cart. But C¡rudatta
is not able to make his child happy because of his poverty.
He wanted his child to play with a little clay cart. At that
time Vasantasena notices it and donates her gold ornaments
and puts it in the cart in order to make the golden cart. While
C¡rudatta leads a life of simplicity, Vasantasena sacrifices her
precious ornaments.

Most of the characters represent idealism. The hero
C¡rudatta, impoverished young brahmin is an ideal character.
He is a blend of good qualities. He is generous, noble, honest
and kind-hearted. He severely impoverishes himself by his
charity and public welfare activities. He gets better reputation
and acceptance from the society.  Even when he faces the
challenges and hardship through unexpected twists in life he
seems calm and quiet and stays firm in his virtue. He is not
ready to give up his morality. The heroine Vasantasena is
attracted by not only his beauty but also by his qualities. He
is well-known for his charming character. Common people like
and trust him. While the Anti-hero [villain] Samsthanaka
raised allegation against him, nobody believes it. Every one
wishes that he would be saved. The heroine Vasantasena seems
a charming lady with great wealth and reputation. Even though
she belongs to a courtesan family she is shining by her
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behaviour as she is persuaded by Samsthanaka, a wicked
brother-in-law of the King. She has overcome all difficulties
by her brave mind. Humanity is the general emotion of the
common people. It gives a detailed account of the life of all
sorts of people in the society. It draws the contemporary life
and issues of the common people. It also provides influence
of idealism and morality on the common men and position
of women in the society. We get the clear picture of the social
life of ancient Ujjayini such as caste system, Legislative
executive, Judiciary, religious and revolutionary movement,
etc.

Caste System

The social structure of ancient Ujjayini was mostly
affected by the caste system. But the notable thing is that it
is not connected with the profession. Those who belong to
the lower caste can occupy high position in the society. In
the six scenes the quarrel between V¢raka and Candanaka
provides information about it. Both of them belong to a lower
caste but they attain the better position in the army and they
are good soldiers. We can understand from their talk that
V¢raka is a cobbler and Candanaka is a barber. But it doesn't
keep them away them from the prevailing better positions. At
the same time there are some traditional professions concerned
about heredity. The Ca´·alas do their jobs as their family job.
Vasantasena belongs to courtesan family. But she seems
extraordinary perfection in character. There is no customs
prevent her to marry Brahmin man C¡rudatta.
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Br¡hma¸a had occupied a supreme position in the society.
Their job was mostly that chanting mantras and priest. Here
we see protagonist C¡rudatta who belongs to a Brahmin family
runs a business.

Judiciary

The systematic judicial system was established there.
During the trial of C¡rudatta, the judge makes the verdict only
on the bases of evidence. Actually he is aware that C¡rudatta
was innocent. But the situational evidence brought by the
Rajasyala Samsthanaka is against him. So he is forced to
declare the verdict against him, even though, he quotes the
point that Manusmriti doesn't support the capital punishment
of the Brahmins. Here we understand that Manusmriti is the
basic source of the judicial laws and rules. But at the same
time while a Brahma¸¡ commits a crime there is a soft corner
towards them. The king Palaka sent him for execution. Rules
and laws were misused upon the innocent people by
authorities. C¡rudatta's accusation was one of the best
examples.

Religious

The common life of people had also a religious
association. Many gods and goddesses were worshipped. Each
god was worshipped for specific purpose. The story starts with
the context of a temple festival where Vasantasena visits
Kamadeva temple for getting suitable bride groom. Religion
is connected with Manusmriti and caste system was practised.
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Those who suffered by the caste system used to convert to
other religions like Buddhism. A significant point to note is
that even Buddhist monks who worked for preservation of
human rights, they were being attacked by the supreme classes.
Polygamy was also practised. The wife of C¡rudatta welcomes
Vasantasena and she doesn't show any hesitation to accept her
as the lover of her husband.

Legislative and Executive

Legislative and executive were centralized to the King.
The king P¡laka had been ruling the country. But the supreme
authorities of the executive were polluted and corrupted. The
common people had been struggling by the torturing of his
men. King's wicked brother-in-law used to harm the people.
In the beginning of the play Rajasyala, áakara who carried
the position 'Samsthanaka' chases Vasantasena to annoy her.
She sought shelter in the house of C¡rudatta as refugee. In
order to occupy Vasantasena he continuously hunts C¡rudatta
and Vasantasena and fabricates fraud case against C¡rudatta.The
Bhuddhist monk SaÆv¡haka who saved Vasantasena at the
park named pushpakarandaka old garden, was attacked cruelly
by Samsthanaka. When Samsthanaka orders his servants to kill
Vasantasena, they refuse to do it. The cow-boy Ëryaka is
imprisoned, but at last he escapes and leads revolution against
the King and he ceases the power. Many common men support
him and the P¡laka reign is wiped out.

The structure of the executive was well maintained.
Proper law and order functioned.  Every corner of the country
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was under clear security alert when Samsthanaka delivered the
order to catch V¢raka every corner of the country was under
security alert. The ordinary subordinates of the executive were
very loyal to king. It is proved by the conversation between
V¢raka and Candanaka. Struggling of the common men
transforms as a revolutionary storm which wipes out the
dynasty. The cow boy Ëryaka heads the revolution and he
becomes the new king. When he becomes the king all victims
support him. Above all he is emphasized as the voice of the
voiceless people. C¡rudatta gains a higher position in the
government.

All types of people in the society can be seen in the play.
Most of the people are good and kind hearted. The wife of
C¡rudatta, Dhootha appears as an ideal character who prepares
to kill herself by entering into fire while C¡rudatta is brought
to execution. Samsthanaka's servants Vida and Cheda try to
save her. Vida fights for her. At last Cheda tries to reveal
the truth in front of the society. The glorious thing to be noted
is the acceptance of refugee's request while seeking shelter.
If anybody seeks shelter it is granted.  Several times this type
of events comes into play.  C¡rudatta's heroism is highlighted
when he makes Samsthanaka free forgiving his wicked evils.
Both sides of life are drawn there. Gamblers, thieves, wicked
rulers, helpless people are on the one side. At the same time
dignified personalities like hero and heroine, loyal mistress and
servants, kind hearted persons sacrificing for pure love,
romance and violence --- are shown on another great side of
the society which impress us to be optimistic.
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Conclusion

M¤cchaka¶ika is the most popular and the oldest
prakara¸a which is derived from the combination of history
and creativity of the author.  There are many eventful situations
which convey the social reflection of ancient India.
M¤cchaka¶ika is a best example for "drama of invention". It
can be reliable regarding the social condition of the ancient
period. In fact we can say that á£draka succeeded in
connecting between the past and the present by creating an
everlasting impression on the audience.
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world. Therefore, look upon rain as the nectar of life.
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Ether, air, fire, water, earth, planets, all creatures,

directions, trees and plants, rivers and seas, they are

all organs of God's body. Remembering this a devotee

respects all species.

-- Srimad Bhagavatam
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¶…Æ˙h…“ EfiÚ k…EÚ… |…l…®…{……n˘ ∫… Ω˛i……‰ ¶…¥… i… ®…‰π…Æ˙… ∂…&* B¥…∆ ®…“x……xi…∆ n˘∂…«x…“™…®…¬*
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2.¥……Æ˙&

Æ˙ ¥…∂S…xp˘& E÷ÚV…∂S…Ë¥… §…÷v…∂S…Ë¥… §…fiΩ˛∫{… i…&*

i…l…… ∂…÷GÚ& ∂… x…∂S…Ë¥… ¥……Æ˙x……®…… ¶…v…“™…i…‰**

∂…÷¶…¥……Æ˙…n˘™…&

S…xp˘-§…÷v…-M…÷Ø˚-∂…÷GÚ¥……Æ˙…& ∂…÷¶…|…n˘…& +x™…‰ n˘…‰π…|…n˘…&* Æ˙HÚ&-M……ËÆ˙-±……‰ Ω˛i…-

n⁄̆¥……«-{…“i…-∑…‰i…-EfiÚπh…¥…h……«& Æ˙ ¥…¥……Æ˙… n˘π…÷ ∂…÷¶……& ¶…¥…Œxi…* =H∆Ú ™…l……-

§…÷v…‰xn÷˘V…“¥…∂…÷GÚ…h……∆ ¥……∫…Æ˙…& ∫…¥…«EÚ®…«∫…÷  ∫… r˘n˘…& G⁄ÚÆ˙¥……Æ‰˙π…÷ ™…n÷˘H∆Ú EÚ®…«

 ∫…v™… i…*

""Æ˙HÚ¥…h……Ê Æ˙ ¥…∂S…xp˘…‰ M……ËÆ˙…‰ ¶……Ë®…∫i…÷ ±……‰ Ω˛i…& n⁄˘¥……«¥…h……Ê §…÷v……‰ V…“¥…& {…“i…&

∑…‰i…∫i…÷ ¶……M…«¥…&''

EfiÚπh…& ∫……Ë Æ˙& ∫¥…¥……Æ‰̇ π…÷ ∫¥…¥…h……«&  GÚ™……& ∂…÷¶……&** (x……Æ˙n˘∫…∆ Ω˛i…… 5/13,14)

¥……Æ˙…& ¥……Æ˙x……l……&

Æ˙ ¥…¥……Æ˙& Ω˛Æ˙&

∫……‰®…¥……Æ˙& n÷̆M……«

E÷ÚV…¥……Æ˙& M…÷Ω˛&

§…÷v…¥……Æ˙&  ¥…πh…÷&

M…÷Ø˚¥……Æ˙& •…¿…

∂…÷GÚ¥……Æ˙& ±…I®…“

®…xn˘¥……Æ˙& v…x…‰∑…Æ˙&
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¥……Æ˙ i…l™…… n˘™……‰M……&

¥……Æ˙…&  ∫…r˘™……‰M…& +®…fii…™……‰M…& ®…fii™…÷™……‰M…& n˘Mv…™……‰M…& +∂…÷¶…™……‰M…&

Æ˙ ¥…¥……Æ˙…& Ω˛∫i…… ®…⁄±…®…¬ ®…P…… u˘…n˘∂…“ ¶…Æ˙h…“

∫……‰®…¥……Æ˙…& ª…¥…h…… ª…¥…h……  ¥…∂……J…… BEÚ…n˘∂…“  S…j……

E÷ÚV…¥……Æ˙…& + ∑…x…“ =k…Æ˙…°Ú…±M…÷x…“ +…p˘…« {…\S…®…“ =k…Æ˙…π……f¯…

§…÷v…¥……Æ˙…& +x…÷Æ˙…v…… EfiÚ k…EÚ… ®…⁄±…®…¬  u˘i…“™…… v… x…π`ˆ…

M…÷Ø˚¥……Æ˙…& {…÷π™…& + ¶… V…i…¬ ∂…i…i……Æ˙… π…π`ˆ“ V™…‰π`ˆ…

∂…÷GÚ¥……Æ˙…& Æ‰̇¥…i…“ {…⁄¥……«°Ú…±M…÷x…“ Æ˙…‰ Ω˛h…“ +π]ı®…“ {…⁄¥……«π……f¯…

®…xn˘¥……Æ˙…& Æ˙…‰ Ω˛h…“ ∫¥……i…“ =k…Æ˙…π……f¯… x…¥…®…“ Æ‰̇¥…i…“

3.  i… l…&

1.|…l…®…… (|… i…{…n˘®…¬), 2. u˘i…“™……, 3.i…fii…“™……, 4.S…i…÷l…‘, 5.{…\S…®…“,

6.π…π`ˆ“, 7.∫…{i…®…“, 8.+π]ı®…“, 9.x…¥…®…“, 10n˘∂…®…“, 11.BEÚ…n∂…“,

12.u˘…n˘∂…“, 13.j…™……‰n˘∂…“, 14.S…i…÷n«̆∂…“, 15.{…\S…n˘∂…“ (∂…÷C±…{…I…‰-{…⁄Ãh…®……,

EfiÚπh…{…I…‰-+®……¥……∫…“)

 i…l…“∂……&

¥…Œºx…Ã¥…Æ˙Œ\S…ÃM… Æ˙V…… M…h…‰∂…& °Úh…“  ¥…∂……J……‰  n˘x…EfiÚx®…Ω‰̨∂…&*

n÷̆M……«xi…EÚ…‰  ¥…πh…÷Ω˛Æ˙“ ∫®…Æ∂S… ∂…¥…«& ∂…∂…“ S…‰ i… {…÷Æ˙…h…o˘π]ı&**

+®……™……&  {…i…Æ˙& |……‰HÚ…Œ∫i…l…“x……®… v…{……& GÚ®……i…¬* (x……Æ˙n˘∫…∆ Ω˛i…… 4/1,2)

x…xn˘… n˘ i…l…™…&-

x…xn˘… ¶…p˘… V…™……  Æ˙HÚ… {…⁄h……«

|…l…®……  u˘i…“™…… i…fii…“™…… S…i…÷l…‘ {…\S…®…“

π…π`ˆ“ ∫…{i…®…“ +π]ı®…“ x…¥…®…“ n˘˘∂…®…“

BEÚ…n˘∂…“ u˘…n˘∂…“ j…™……‰n˘∂…“ S…i…÷n«˘∂…“ {…\S…n˘∂…“
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+j…  Æ˙HÚ… i…l…™…& (S…i…÷l…‘ -x…¥…®…“- S…i…÷n«̆∂…“ S…) ∫…¥…«∂…÷¶…EÚ®…«∫…÷ |……™…‰h…

¥…V™……«&*

4. EÚÆ˙h…®…¬

 i…l™…v…»EÚÆ˙h…∆ ∫®…fii…®…¬* BEÚ∫™……∆  i…l……Ë EÚÆ˙h…u˘™…∆ ¥…i…«i…‰*

S…Æ˙EÚÆ˙h…… x… ∫…{i…, Œ∫l…Æ˙EÚÆ˙h…… x… S…i¥…… Æ˙*

¥…¥……º¥…™…∆ §……±…¥…EÚ…Ë±…¥……J™…‰ i…i……‰ ¶…¥…‰k…Ë k…±…x……®…v…‰™…®…¬*

M…Æ˙… ¶…v……x…∆ ¥… h…V…∂S…  ¥…Œπ]ı Æ˙i™……Ω÷̨Æ˙…™……«& EÚÆ˙h…… x… ∫…{i…**

Œ∫l…Æ˙EÚÆ˙h…… x…

S…i…÷n«˘∂…“ ™…… ∂… ∂…x…… |…Ω˛“h…… i…n˘v…«¶……M…‰ ∂…E÷Ú x…Ãu˘i…“™…‰*

n˘∂……v…«™……‰∫i…SS…i…÷Æ˙ŒR¬ÛQ…x……M……Ë ÀEÚ∫i…÷Px…®……t‰ |… i…{…q˘±…‰ S…**

 i…l…™…&  ∫…i…{…I…‰  ∫…i…{…I…‰ EfiÚπh…{…I…‰ EfiÚπh…{…I…‰

{…⁄¥…«EÚÆ˙h…∆ =k…Æ˙EÚÆ˙h…∆ {…⁄¥…«EÚÆ˙h…∆ =k…Æ˙EÚÆ˙h…∆

|…l…®…… ÀEÚ∫i…÷Px…®…¬ À∫…Ω˛& ¥™……Q…& ¥…Æ˙…Ω˛&

 u˘i…“™…… ¥™……Q…& ¥…Æ˙…Ω˛& M…n«̆¶…& M…V…&

i…fii…“™…… M…n«̆¶…& M…V…& {…∂…÷&  ¥…Œ∂…π]ı&

S…i…÷l…‘ {…∂…÷&  ¥…Œ∂…π]ı& À∫…Ω˛& ¥™……Q…&

{…\S…®…“ À∫…Ω˛& ¥™……Q…& ¥…Æ˙…Ω˛& M…n«̆¶…&

π…π`ˆ“ ¥…Æ˙…Ω˛& M…n«̆¶…& M…V…& {…∂…÷&

∫…{i…®…“ M…V…& {…∂…÷&  ¥…Œ∂…π]ı& À∫…Ω˛&

+π]ı®…“  ¥…Œπ]ı& À∫…Ω˛& ¥™……Q…& ¥…Æ˙…Ω˛&

x…¥…®…“ ¥™……Q…& ¥…Æ˙…Ω˛& M…n«̆¶…& M…V…&

n˘∂…®…“ M…n«̆¶…& M…V…& {…∂…÷&  ¥…Œ∂…π]ı&
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BEÚ…n˘∂…“ {…∂…÷&  ¥…Œ∂…π]ı& À∫…Ω˛& ¥™……Q…&

u˘…n˘∂…“ À∫…Ω˛& ¥™……Q…& ¥…Æ˙…Ω˛& M…n«̆¶…&

j…™……‰n˘∂…“ ¥…Æ˙…Ω˛& M…n«̆¶…& M…V…& {…∂…÷&

S…i…÷n«̆∂…“ M…V…& {…∂…÷&  ¥…Œ∂…π]ı& ∂…E÷Ú x…&

{…\S…n˘∂…“  ¥…Œπ]ı& À∫…Ω˛& S…i…÷π{……i…¬ x……M…&

+j… Œ∫l…Æ˙EÚÆ˙h…… x…  ¥…Œπ]ıEÚÆ˙h…∆ S… |……™…∂…& ∂…÷¶…EÚ®…«∫…÷ ¥…V™……«&*

5.  x…i™…™……‰M……&

∫…{i…À¥…∂… i…& ™……‰M……& ¶…¥…Œxi…*

 ¥…πEÚ®¶…& |…“ i…Æ˙…™…÷π®…x…¬ ∫……Ë¶……M™…& ∂……‰¶…x…∫i…l……*

+ i…M…hb˜& ∫…÷EÚ®……« S… v…fi i…& ∂…⁄±…∫i…l…Ë¥… S…**

M…hb˜…‰ ¥…fi r˘w…÷«¥…∂S…Ë¥… ¥™……P……i……‰ Ω˛π…«h…∫i…l……

¥…X…&  ∫… r˘¥™…«i…“{……i……‰ ¥…Æ˙“™……x…¬ {… Æ˙P…&  ∂…¥…&

 ∫… r˘& ∫……v™…& ∂…÷¶…& ∂…÷ß……‰ •…¿Ëxp˘…‰ ¥…Ëv…fi i…& GÚ®……i…°** ( ∂…∂…÷§……‰v…& 3,4)

™……‰M…‰∂……&

™……‰M…‰∂……& ™…®… ¥…Œπh¥…xn÷̆v……i…fiV…“¥… x…∂……EÚÆ˙…&

<xp˘i……‰™…… Ω˛¥…ºx™…E«Ú& ¶…⁄®…Ø˚p÷˘p˘i……‰™…{……&*

M…h…‰…Ø˚p˘v…x…n˘i¥…π]≈ı ®…j…-π…b˜…x…x……&*

∫…… ¥…j…“ EÚ®…±…… M……ËÆ˙“ x……∫…i™……Ë  {…i…Æ˙…‰% n˘ i…&** (x……Æ˙n˘∫…∆ Ω˛i…… 7/1,2)

{…\S……R¬ÛM…°Ú±…… x…

=k…®…nË̆¥…Y…& =π… ∫… =il……™… ∫¥… <π]ın‰̆¥…i……∆ ®…x… ∫… v™……i¥……

¥…{…÷∂……‰v…x…… n˘E∆Ú EfiÚi¥…… ∫x……x…{…÷Æ˙∫∫…Æ∆˙ ∫… ±…±… ¥…I…‰{…… n˘ + J…±…EÚ®…» EfiÚi¥……

 ¥… v…¥…i…¬ ®…xj…V…{…… n˘E∆Ú V…{i¥…… {…\S……R¬ÛM…¥…“I……∆ J…‰]ı…x……∆ M…h…x…∆ S… EfiÚi¥……
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°Ú±…|…¥…S…x……™… ∫¥…∫l……xi…Æ˙…i®…… ¶…¥…‰i…¬* |… i… n˘x…∆ ™…‰ {…\S……R¬ÛM…{… Æ˙Y……x…∆ E÷Ú¥…«Œxi…

i…‰ +ŒMx…π]ı…‰®…… n˘ §…Ω÷̨ ¥…v…∂…÷¶…°Ú±……‰{…‰i…™…÷HÚ…& ¶…¥…Œxi…* =H∆Ú ™…l……-

x…I…j…¥……Æ˙ i… l…EÚÆ˙h…™……‰M…{…\S……R¬ÛM…… x…

x…I…j……r˘Æ˙i…‰ {……{…∆ ¥……Æ˙…n˘…™…÷π™…¥…v…«x…®…¬

 i…l…‰∂S… ∏…™…®……{x……‰ i… EÚÆ˙h……iEÚ…™…« ∫…r˘\S…

™……‰M……p˘…‰M… ¥…x……∂…x…∆ {…\S……R¬ÛM…°Ú±…®…÷k…®…®…¬**

¶…⁄ Æ˙∏…“ ¥…¶…¥…  i… l…∏…¥…h…i……‰ ¥……Æ˙…x®…Ω˛…™…÷¶…«¥…‰i…¬

x…I…j…∆ EfiÚi…{……{…∫…\S…™…Ω˛Æ∆˙ ™……‰M…∫i…÷Æ˙…‰M……{…Ω˛…

™…ŒSS…Ùk…‰Œ{∫…i…®……∂…÷ i…j… EÚÆ˙h……i…¬ ∫…®|……{i…™…‰ ®……x…¥…Ë&

∏……‰i…¥™…∆ §…Ω÷˛™…ix…{…÷h™…°Ú±…n∆˘ {…\S……R¬ÛM…®…‰i…SU÷Ù¶…®…¬**

{…`ˆŒxi…  x…i™…∆ {…\S……R¬ÛM…∆ ∏……‰i…÷ ®…SUÙŒxi… ™…‰ x…Æ˙…&

+ŒMx…π]ı…‰®…°Ú±…∆ i…‰π……∆ M…R¬ÛM……∫x……x…∆  n˘x…‰  n˘x…‰**

∫…Ω˛…™…EÚO…xl……&

1. x……Æ˙n˘&, x……Æ˙n˘∫…∆ Ω˛i……, S……ËJ…®¶… ∫…∆∫EfiÚi… ∫…∆∫l……x…¬, ¥……Æ˙…h…∫…“.

2. Æ˙…®…nË˘¥…Y…&, ®…÷Ω⁄˛i…« S…xi……®… h…&, S……ËJ…®¶…… EfiÚπh…n˘…∫…¬ +CEÚ…n˘®…“, ¥……Æ˙…h…∫…“,

3. nË̆¥…Y…EÚ±……v…Æ˙∂…®……«,  ∂…∂…÷§……‰v…&, S……ËJ…®¶……∫…÷Æ˙¶……Æ˙i…“ |…EÚ…∂…x…¬, ¥……Æ˙…h…∫…“,

4. b˜…‰. Bx…¬. M……‰{……±…{{… h…CEÚÆ¬̇ ˙, V™……Ë i…π…§……±…§……‰v…x…®…¬, 2012
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He who sees that all actions are done only by Prakrti

and that the Self is actionless---verily, he alone sees.

-- Bhagavad Gita 13. 29

.



O…Ω∫l……x…∫{…π]ı“EÚÆ˙h…‰  ¥… ¥…v…∫…∆∫EÚ…Æ˙…&

b˜…. ∫…÷v…“π…¬ +…‰.B∫…¬.

¶……Æ˙i…“™…V™……‰ i…∂∂……∫j…∆ ∫EÚxv…j…™……i®…E∆Ú ¶…¥… i…* i…i…¬ M… h…i…∆ ∫…∆ Ω˛i…… Ω˛…‰Æ˙…

S…* M… h…i…∫EÚxv…& <i…Æ˙∫EÚxv…™……‰& +…v……Æ˙¶…⁄i…& ¶…¥… i…* °Ú±……n‰̆∂…|…v……x…™……‰&

∫…∆ Ω˛i……Ω˛…‰Æ˙™……‰& ∫{…π]ıi…… M… h…i…u˘…Æ˙… ±…¶…i…‰* i…i…¬EÚ…±……x…÷∫……Æ‰̇h… {… Æ˙πEÚÆ˙h…“™…®…Œ∫i…*

o˘∂™……x…÷¶…¥…∫™……v……Æ‰̇h… B¥… {… Æ˙πEÚ…Æ˙& ¶…¥…‰i…¬* §…Ω÷EÚ…±…‰¶™…& +…Æ˙¶™… <™…∆ |… GÚ™……

 x…Æ˙xi…Æ∆˙ |…S…±…xi…“ S…˛* V™……‰ i…∂∂……∫j…M… h…i…O…xl……x……∆ |…®…÷J…®…¬ =q‰˘∂™…∆

O…Ω˛∫l……x… x…h…«™…& ¶…¥… i…* ¶…⁄{…fiπ ‰̀̂  Œ∫l…i…‰x…, |…i™…‰E∆Ú O…Ω˛& +¶…“π]ı∫…®…™…‰ EÚŒ∫®…x…¬

Æ˙…∂……Ë EÚŒ∫®…x…¬ ¶……M…‰ EÚ∫™……∆ EÚ±……™……∆ EÚ∫™……∆  ¥…EÚ±……™……∆ o˘∂™…i…‰ < i…

O…Ω˛M… h…i…u˘…Æ˙… Y……™…i…‰* i…i…¬ M… h…i…∆  j…v…… ¥…i…«i…‰*  ∫…r˘…xi…&, i…xj…∆, EÚÆ˙h…®…¬

< i…* ∫…fiπ]‰ıÆ˙…Æ˙¶™… +¶…“π]ı n˘x…∆ ™……¥…i…¬ +Ω˛M…«h…®……x…“™… O…Ω˛…x…™…x…∆  ∫…r˘…xi…{…r˘i……Ë

|… i…{……ti…‰* ¥…i…«®……x…EÚ ±…™…÷M……n˘…Æ˙¶™… +¶…“π]ı n˘x…∆ ™……¥…i…¬ +Ω˛M…«h…®……x…“™…

O…Ω˛…x…™…x…∆ i…xj…{…r˘i……Ë =S™…i…‰* EÚÆ˙h…{…r˘i……Ë  x…Œ∂S…i…∂…EÚ¥…π…« n˘x…‰ +l…¥……

|……n‰˘ ∂…EÚ¥…π…« n˘x…‰ O…Ω˛w…÷¥…∞¸{…‰‰h… O…Ω˛∫°÷Ú]∆ı  x…Œ∂S…i™… i…i…& +¶…“π]ı n˘x…∆ ™……¥…i…¬

+Ω˛M…«h…®……x…“™… O…Ω˛…x…™…x…∆ ∫……v™…i…‰* |……™……‰ M…EÚo˘π]ı¨… EÚÆ˙h…{…r˘ i…& ∫…Æ˙±……

¶…¥… i…* +v…÷x…… E‰ÚÆ˙±…‰π…÷ ={…™…÷V™…®……x…& ¥…π…«∫…®|…n˘…™…& ¶…¥… i… EÚ…‰±…®§…¥…π…«&*

EÚ…‰±…®§…¥…π……«x…÷∫……Æ‰˙h… +Ω˛M…«h……x…™…x…∆ EfiÚi¥…… ∫…⁄™……« n˘O…Ω˛…h……∆ ∫°÷Ú]ı…x…™…x……™… +t

∂…÷r˘o˘MM… h…i…{…r˘ i…& ∫¥…“ GÚ™…i…‰*
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+∫™……∆ {…r˘i……Ë 1947 +…M…∫i®……∫…∫™… 15  n˘x……R¬ÛEÚ& (1122

EÚE«Ú]ıEÚ®……∫…∫™… 30  n˘x……R¬ÛEÚ&) EÚÆ˙h……Æ˙®¶… n˘x… ®… i… ∫¥…“EfiÚi™… i… q˘x…∫™…

∫…⁄™……« n˘O…Ω˛…h……∆ ∫{…π]∆ı ∫°÷Ú]ı®…¬ =Œ±±… J…i…∆ ¥…i…«i…‰* i…i…¬ ∫°÷Ú]∆ı O…Ω˛w…÷¥…®…¬

<i™…÷S™…i…‰* i…i…¬ i…÷ 77 Æ‰˙J……∆∂…‰ ∫…⁄™……Ên˘™…‰ ¶…¥… i…* E‰ÚÆ˙±……x……∆  i…Ø˚¥…x…xi…{…÷Æ∆˙

77 Æ‰̇J……∆∂…‰ ¶…¥… i…* Æ˙… ∂…S…G∆Ú 360 ¶……M……i®…E®…¬ +l…¥…… 21600 EÚ±……i®…E∆Ú

¶…¥… i…* ∫…⁄™……« n˘O…Ω˛…& +¶…“π]ı∫…®…™…‰ Æ˙… ∂…S…G‰Ú E÷Új… o˘∂™…xi…‰ <i™…‰¥… M… h…i…‰x…

∫……v™…i…‰* ∫…⁄™…» {… Æ˙i…& ¶…⁄ ®…& E÷ÚV……n˘™…& S… n˘“P…«¥…fik…‰ ß…®…Œxi…, S…xp˘& ¶…⁄¥…∆ {… Æ˙i…&

S…* +…EÚ…∂…M……‰±…‰ {… Æ˙ß…®…i……∆ O…Ω˛…h……∆ ß…®…h…{…⁄Ãi…EÚ…±…&, ¶…⁄®…‰& - 365.24

 n˘x…… x…, S…xp˘∫™… 27.3  n˘x…… x…, E÷ÚV…∫™… 687  n˘x…… x…, §…÷v…∫™… 88  n˘x…… x…,

M…÷Æ˙…‰& 4320  n˘x…… x…, ∂…÷GÚ∫™… 225  n˘x…… x…, ∂…x…‰& 10800  n˘x…… x… S…*

i…n˘x…÷∫…Æ‰̇h… BE‰Úx…  n˘x…‰x… ¶…⁄ ®…& ∫……®……x™…i…& 59 EÚ±……& 8  ¥…EÚ±……&, S…xp˘&

790 EÚ±……& 35  ¥…EÚ±……&, E÷ÚV…& 31 EÚ±……& 27  ¥…EÚ±……&, §…÷v…& 245

EÚ±……& 32  ¥…EÚ±……&, M…÷Ø˚& 4 EÚ±……& 59  ¥…EÚ±……& ∂… x…& 2 EÚ±……& S…

{… Æ˙ß…®…Œxi…* Bi……& O…Ω˛…h……∆ ®…v™…®…˘M…i…™…& < i… EÚl™…i…‰*

+…n˘…Ë +¶…“π]ı n˘x…‰ O…Ω˛…h……∆ ®…… x…i…∆ ∫l……x…∆ E÷Új… < i… Y……i¥……

 ¥… ¶…z…∫…∆∫EÚ…Æ˙u˘…Æ˙… ∫{…π]ı∫l……x…∆ EÚ±{…™… i…* ®…… x…i…∫l……x……™… +l…¥……

®…v™…®…∫°÷Ú]ı x…h…«™……™… EÚÆ˙h……Æ˙®¶… n˘x……i…¬ +¶…“π]ı n˘x…∆ ™……¥…i…¬ EÚ i…  n˘x…… x…

M…i…… x… < i… Y……™…xi…‰ * i…n˘l…» EÚ ±… n˘x…∫…R¬ÛJ™……∆ Y……i¥…… i…i…& EÚÆ˙h……Æ˙®¶… n˘x…∫™…

EÚ ±… n˘x…∫…R¬ÛJ™……∆ x™…⁄x…“EfiÚi™… J…hb˜∂…‰π……Ω˛M…«h…∆ ∫……v…™… i…* J…hb˜∂…‰π……ΩM…«h…∫™…

O…Ω˛…h……∆ n˘Ë x…EÚM…i™…… ∫…Ω˛ M…÷h…x…∆ EÚÆ˙…‰ i… S…‰i…¬ O…Ω˛nË˘ x…EÚM… i…& ±…¶™…i…‰* +…n˘…Ë

EÚ ±… n˘x…∫…R¬ÛJ™……∫……v…x…∆ EÚÆ˙h…“™…∆, i…n÷˘S™…i…‰ ∂…÷q˘o˘MM… h…i…‰ -

EÚ…‰±…®§…¥…π……«Ω˛i…®……i… ±…∫∫™……i…¬ EÚ…‰±…®§…i……‰ v…⁄ ±…æ˛i…Ëx…«™…Px……i…¬ *

 n˘x…Ë∂S… ∫…‰x……x…¥…M…⁄f¯™……x…Ë& ™…÷i……‰%SUÙ¥……Æ˙…i…¬ EÚ ±…¥……∫…Æ˙…ËP…&*
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®……∫…∫…R¬ÛJ™…… + {… =S™…i…‰ ®…‰π…& 31, @Òπ…¶…& 62,  ®…l…÷x…&, 94,

EÚÃEÚ]ıEÚ& 125, À∫…Ω˛& 156, EÚx™…… 186, i…÷±…… 216, ¥…fiŒ∂S…EÚ& 246,

v…x…÷& 275, ®…EÚÆ˙& 305, E÷Ú®¶…& 335, ®…“x…& 365

2020 V…x…÷¥… Æ˙®……∫…∫™… |…l…®… n˘x……R¬ÛEÚ∫™… i…l…… 1195 v…x…÷®……∫…∫™… 16

 n˘x……R¬ÛEÚ∫™… §…÷v…¥……∫…Æ˙∫™… EÚ ±… n˘x…∫…R¬ÛJ™……∫……v…x…GÚ®…& +j… ∫…⁄S™…i…‰*

¥…π……«Æ˙®¶…& À∫…Ω˛®……∫……i…¬ ¶…¥… i… i…l…… {… ®…‰π…®……∫……n˘…Æ˙¶™… M…h…x…… ∫¥…“EÚÆ˙h…“™……*

+i…& +j… 1194 < i… ∫¥…“ GÚ™…i…‰*

1194 xÒ365 = 435810

1194 x 10 /39 = 306

∫…‰x……x…¥…M…⁄f¯™……x…®…¬ - 1434007 (EÚ…‰±±…¥…π……«Æ˙®¶…∫™… EÚ ±… n˘x…∫…R¬ÛJ™……)

¥…fiŒ∂S…EÚ®……∫…∫…R¬ÛJ™……- 246 (|…l…®… n˘x……R¬ÛEÚ∫…R¬ÛJ™……Y……x……™… {…⁄¥…«®……∫…∫™…

∫…R¬ÛJ™…… ∫¥…“EÚÆ˙h…“™……)

v…x…÷®……∫…‰ (16-1) 15

™……‰M…& - 1870385

1870385/7 - 267197  ∂…π]ı®…¬ - 6  ∂…π™…∫…R¬ÛJ™…… 1 S…‰i…¬ ∂…÷GÚ¥……∫…Æ˙&

2 S…‰i…¬ ∂… x…¥……∫…Æ˙& 3 S…‰i…¬ Æ˙ ¥…¥……∫…Æ˙&, 4 S…‰i…¬ ∫…‰®…¥……∫…Æ˙&, 5 S…‰i…¬

®…R¬ÛM…±…¥……∫…Æ˙&. 6 S…‰i…¬ §…÷v…¥……∫…Æ˙&  ∂…π]∆ı x……Œ∫i… S…‰i…¬ M…÷Ø˚¥……∫…Æ˙& <i™…l…«&*

EÚ ±…™…÷M……Æ˙®¶…& ∂…÷GÚ¥……∫…Æ‰̇ +…∫…“i…¬* +j… ∫{…π]ıi……™…Ë EÚn˘… S…i…¬ BEÚ∫™…

x™…⁄x…“EÚÆ˙h…®…¬ +l…¥…… ™……‰V…x… ®… i… +…S……™…«& ¥…n˘ i…*  |……{i…EÚ ±… n˘x…∫…R¬ÛJ™……i…&

EÚÆ˙h……Æ˙®¶… n˘x…EÚ ±… n˘x…∫…R¬ÛJ™…… 1843947 x™…⁄x…“ GÚ™…i…‰ S…‰i…¬ J…hb˜∂…‰π……Ω˛M…«h…∆

±…¶™…i…‰*

1870385 - 1843947 - 26438
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J…hb˜∂…‰π…& x O…®…Ω˛®…v™…®… n˘x…M… i…& = EÚÆ˙h……Æ˙®¶… n˘x……n˘…Æ˙¶™… +¶…“π]ı n˘x…∆

™……¥…i…¬ O…Ω˛M… i…& ¶…¥… i…* Bπ…… O…Ω˛M… i…& EÚÆ˙h……Æ˙®¶… n˘x…∫™… O…Ω˛w…÷¥…‰ ™……‰V™…i…‰

S…‰i…¬ O…Ω˛…h……∆ ®…v™…®…∫°÷Ú]∆ı ±…¶™…i…‰*

O…Ω˛w…÷¥…∆ EÚ]ı{…™…… n˘∫…R¬ÛJ™……∫…®|…n˘…™…u˘…Æ˙… ∫…⁄S…™… i… Æ˙… ∂…-¶……M…-EÚ±……- ¥…EÚ…±……∫…÷*

∫…⁄™…«w…÷¥…®…¬ - ®……§…xv…÷∏…“v…Æ˙…‰±…¬ ° 03-29-29-35

S…xp˘w…÷¥…®…¬ - ®… h…S…™…n˘x…M…& 03-08-16-55

S…xp˘i…÷R°ÛM…w…÷¥…®…¬ - ∫… z…v…… ¥…Œxn˘Æ‰˙xn˘…‰& 08-28-49-07

Æ˙…Ω÷˛w…÷¥…®…¬ - {…÷h™…… ¶…Y……‰ ®…x…÷π™…& 01-05-04-11

E÷ÚV…w…÷¥…®…¬ - ¶…⁄{……±…®§……‰®…Æ˙Y…& 00-25-33-14

§…÷v…w…÷¥…®…¬ - J… x…M…h…{…÷Æ˙{…& 01-21-53-02

M…÷Ø˚w…÷¥…®…¬ - {…÷h™…i…k¥……‰z…™……l…‘ 07-10-46-11

∂…÷GÚw…÷¥…®…¬ - |……Y……S……Æ˙…i®…™……‰M…“ 03-15-26-02

∂… x…w…÷¥…®…¬ - E÷Úx…¥…x…i…E÷Ú±…& 03-16-04-01

{…⁄¥…« ±… J…i…GÚ®…‰h… |……{i…®…v™…®…∫°÷Ú]∆ı {…⁄¥…«Æ‰˙J……∆∂…‰ 77 i…®…‰ ¶……M…‰

®…v™…®…∫…⁄™……Ên˘∫™… ¶…¥… i…* Bi…Œ∫®x…¬ ®…v™…®…∫°÷Ú]‰ı  ¥… ¥…v……x…¬ ∫…∆∫EÚ…Æ˙…x…¬ EfiÚi¥……

∫{…π]ı∫°÷Ú]∆ı ∫……v™…i…‰* O…Ω˛∫{…π]ı“EÚÆ˙h…‰ EÚÆ˙h…“™……x……∆ ∫…∆∫EÚ…Æ˙…h……∆  ¥…π…™…‰ ∫…⁄S…x……

+v…& n˘“™…i…‰*

n‰̆∂……xi…Æ˙∫…∆∫EÚ…Æ˙&

n‰˘∂…™……‰& +xi…Æ∆˙ n‰˘∂……xi…Æ∆˙, x……®… Æ‰˙J……n‰˘∂…∫¥…n‰˘∂…™……‰& {…⁄¥……«{…Æ˙®…xi…Æ∆˙

n‰˘∂……xi…Æ˙{…n‰˘x… + ¶…v…“™…i…‰* ±……‰EÚ…R¬ÛM…“EfiÚi……I……∆∂…Æ‰˙J……∆∂……& +v…÷x…… ®……x… S…j…u˘…Æ˙…

+∫®…… ¶…& Y……™…xi…‰* O…“x…¬ ¥…S…¬ Æ‰˙J……i…& 77 i…®…‰ Æ‰˙J……∆∂…‰ |……{i…∫™…

®…v™…®…∫°÷Ú]ı∫™… +x™…Æ‰˙J……∆∂…∫l……x…∆ |… i… {… Æ˙¥…i…«x…®…‰¥… +x…‰x… ∫…∆∫EÚ…Æ‰˙h…  GÚ™…i…‰*
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u˘™……‰& Æ‰˙J……∆∂…™……‰& +xi…Æ∆˙ n‰˘∂……xi…Æ˙|……h…& <i™…÷S™…i…‰* BEÚŒ∫®…x…¬ Æ‰˙J……∆∂…‰ = n˘i…&

∫…⁄™…«& i…∫™…… {…Œ∂S…®…¶……M…‰  u˘i…“™…Æ‰˙J……∆∂…‰ 4  x…®…‰π……x…xi…Æ˙®…¬ =n‰˘ i…* B¥…∆ 24

Ω˛…‰Æ˙…¶™…xi…Æ‰˙ 360 ¶……M…{… Æ˙ß…®…h…∆ ∫…®……{™… |…l…®…Æ‰˙J……∆∂…‰ =n‰˘ i…* +i…& 77

Æ‰̇J……∆∂…∫™… {…⁄¥…«¶……M…‰ @Òh…∆ {…Œ∂S…®…¶……M…‰ v…x…∆ S… ¶…¥… i…*

n‰˘∂……xi…Æ˙|……h…& x O…Ω˛®…v™…®… n˘x…M… i…& /21600 = n‰̆∂……xi…Æ˙°Ú±…®…¬*

n‰̆∂……xi…Æ˙°Ú±…∫™… @Òh…v…x…∫¥…∞¸{…∆ Y……i¥…… ®…v™…®…∫°÷Ú]‰ı ∫…∆∫EÚÆ˙h…“™…®…¬*

i…n˘… ∫¥…n‰̆∂…∫™… ®…v™…®…O…Ω˛∫°÷Ú]∆ı ±…¶™…i…‰*

+™…x……∆∂…∫……v…x…®…¬*

∫…®…Æ˙…j… n˘x…∆  ¥…π…÷¥… q˘x…®…° < i… =S™…i…‰* ¥…π…Ê  u˘¥……Æ∆̇  ¥…π…÷¥… q˘x…∆ ¶…¥… i…*

¶……Æ˙i…“™……S……™…Í& Æ˙… ∂…S…GÚ∫™… |…l…®… §…xn÷˘& ®…‰π…Æ˙…∂……Ë +∑…x…“x…I…j…∫™… +… n §…xn÷˘&

< i… EÚŒ±{…i…®…¬*˘ =S™…i…‰ ¥…Æ˙…Ω˛ ®… Ω˛Æ‰̇h… -

®…‰π…… ∑…|…l…®…… x…¥…I…«h…S…Æ˙h……S…GÚŒ∫l…i…… Æ˙…∂…™……‰

Æ˙… ∂…I…‰j…M…fiΩ˛I…«¶…… x… ¶…¥…x…\S…ËEÚ…l…«∫…®|…i™…™…‰**

i…n˘…x…“®…¬ + ∑…x™…… n˘ §…xn˘…Ë ∫…⁄™…«∫™… |…¥…‰∂…‰  ¥…π…÷¥…i…¬ < i… +…S…Æ˙h…∆

EfiÚi…¥…xi…&* ¶…⁄®…‰Ø˚{… Æ˙ ∫…⁄™…«∫™… S…xp˘∫™… S… +…EÚπ…«h…∂…Ci™…… +∫™…  §…xn˘…‰&

∫l……x…ß…∆∂…& ∫…\V……™…i…‰* |… i…¥…π…» 50  ¥…EÚ±……{… Æ˙ ®…i…∆ {… Æ˙¥…i…«x…∆ ¶…¥… i…*

+v…÷x……  ¥…π…÷¥…Œn¬˘§…xn÷˘& ®…“x…Æ˙…∂……Ë =k…Æ˙¶……p˘{…n˘x…I…j…‰ ¥…i…«i…‰*

B¥…∆  ¥…π…÷¥…n ∑…x™…… n˘x…I…j… §…xu˘…‰& ¶……M…-EÚ±……- ¥…EÚ±……xi…Æ®…¬ +™…x…®…¬

<i™…÷S™…i…‰* +™…x…∫… Ω˛i…O…Ω˛∫°÷Ú]∆ı ∫……™…x…O…Ω˛∫°÷Ú]®…¬, +™…x…Æ˙ Ω˛i…∫°÷Ú]∆ı  x…Æ˙™…x…∫°÷Ú]ı ®… i…

S… EÚl™…i…‰* ¶……Æ˙i…“™……& +v…÷x……  x…Æ˙™…x…∫°÷Ú]∆ı ∫¥…“E÷Ú¥…«Œxi…* ™…t {…  x…Æ˙™…x…∫°÷Ú]∆ı

∫¥…“E÷Ú¥…«Œxi… i…l…… {… O…Ω˛∫{…π]ı“EÚÆ˙h……™… ∫……™…x…∫°÷Ú]ı®…¬ + x…¥……™…» ¶…¥… i…* +i…&
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+¶…“π]ı n˘x…‰ +™…x……∆∂…&  EÚ™……x…¬ < i… Y……i…¥™…&* i…∫™… GÚ®…& =S™…i…‰ -

∫…∆¥…fir˘±……¶…V…™…Ω˛“x…EÚ±…‰∫i…÷ J…hb˜…i…¬

∫…±±……¶…∫…… v…i…EÚ±…… n˘ ¶…Æ˙j… ™…÷HÚ®…¬*

{…xl……®…Æ˙…{i… ¥…EÚ±……∫… Ω˛i…∆ V…±……Œ{i…-

x…“±……ß…®…‰¥…  ¥…EÚ±……t™…x…∆ ∫…÷∫…⁄I®…®…¬**

¥……Ãπ…EÚ®…¬ +™…x…S…±…x…∆ 50  ¥…EÚ±……& 30 i…i{…Æ˙…& S…* EÚÆ˙h……Æ˙®¶… n˘x…‰

23.06.38 < i… ¶……M…EÚ±…… ¥…EÚ…±……∫…÷ +™…x…S…±…x…∆ ¥…i…«i…‰* BEÚ n˘x…∫™…

+™…x…S…±…x…∆ 50.30/365.25- 0.137713895  ¥…EÚ±……& ¶…¥…Œxi…*

J…hb˜∂…‰π…& x 50.30/365.25 EÚÆ˙h……Æ˙®¶… n˘x……i…¬ +¶…“π]ı n˘x…∆ ™……¥…i…¬

+™…x…S…±…x…∆ ¶…¥… i…* i…i…¬ EÚÆ˙h……Æ˙®¶… n˘x…∫™… +™…x…S…±…x…‰x… ∫…Ω˛ ™……‰V…™… i… S…‰i…¬

+¶…“π]ı n˘x…∫™… +™…x…S…±…x…∆ |……{x……‰ i…*

S…Æ˙∫…∆∫EÚ…Æ˙&*

"S…Æ¬˙˙ M… i…¶…I…h…‰' < i… v……i…÷i¥……i…¬ M…i™…l…Ê S…Æ∂…§n˘∫™… |…™……‰M…& ∫¥…“EfiÚi…&*

 x…Æ˙I… I… i…V…∫¥… I… i…V…™……‰Æ˙xi…Æ∆˙ S…Æ˙®…¬ < i… =S™…i…‰*  x…Æ˙I…|…n‰˘∂…∫™…  I… i…V…®…¬

=x®…hb˜±…x……®x…… ¥™…¥… ø™…i…‰* {…⁄¥…«{…Œ∂S…®… I… i…V…Æ‰̇J…… ∫…®…®…hb˜±…\S…*  x…Æ˙I…|…n‰̆∂…‰

=x®…hb˜±…∆ ∫…®…®…hb˜±…∆ S… ∫…®……x…∆ ¶…¥… i…* i…i…& =k…Æ‰̇ =x®…hb˜±…∫™…

∫…®…®…hb˜±…∫™… ¶…‰n˘& ¶…¥… i…* +x…‰x… EÚ…Æ˙h…‰x…  n˘x…®……x…‰ + {… ¶…‰n˘& V……™…i…‰*

i…∫™… ¶…‰n˘{… Æ˙Ω˛…Æ˙…™… S…Æ˙∫…∆∫EÚ…Æ˙&  GÚ™…i…‰* +l…¥…… n˘ I…h……‰k…Æ˙¶…‰n˘{… Æ˙Ω˛…Æ˙…™…

+™…∆ ∫…∆∫EÚ…Æ˙&  GÚ™…i…‰ < i… ¥…H÷∆Ú ∂…C™…i…‰*

+™…∆ V™……v……Æ‰̇h…  GÚ™…i…‰* ¥…fik…{……n‰̆ j…™…& Æ˙…∂…™…& ¶…¥…Œxi…* |…l…®…i…fii…“™…{……n˘…Ë

+…‰V…{…n˘…Ë, u˘“i…“™…S…i…÷l…«{……n˘…Ë ™…÷M®…{…n˘…Ë S… ¶…¥…Œxi…* i…j… +…ËV…{…n˘∫™…

@Òh…∫¥…∞¸{…∆ ™…÷M®…{…n˘∫™… v…x…∫¥…∞¸{…∆ S… ¥…i…«i…‰* |…i™…‰E∆Ú Æ˙…∂……Ë +π]ı V™……&

¶…¥…Œxi…* ¥…fik…{……n‰̆ S…i…÷Õ¥…∂… i…& V™……& ∫¥…“EfiÚi……&* BEÚ∫™……& V™……™……& ®……x…∆ 225
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(3.45) EÚ±……& ∫…Œxi…* i……& GÚ®……& 3.45, 7.30, 11.15, 15.00,

18.45, 22.30, 26.15, 30.00 < i…* V™……i…& S……{……x…™…x…∆  GÚ™…i…‰* i…n˘l…»

∫……™…x…®…v™…®…∫°÷Ú]ı∫™…, {…n‰̆ {… Æ˙¥…i…«x…∆ EÚÆ˙h…“™…®…¬* O…Ω˛∫™… ∫°÷Ú]∆ı 1-3 S…‰i…¬ i…n‰̆¥…

¶…÷V…… ¶…¥… i…* 3-6 S…‰i…¬ 6 Æ˙… ∂…¶™…& ∫°÷Ú]∆ı x™…⁄x…“ GÚ™…i…‰ S…‰i…¬ EÚ…‰ ]ı& ¶…¥… i…*
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You see many stars in the sky at night, but not when

the sun rises. Can you therefore say that there are

no stars in the heavens during the day? Because you

cannot find God in the days of your ignorance, say

not that there is no God.

-- Sri Ramakrishna Paramahamsa
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What is the good way? It is the path that reflects

on how it may avoid killing any living creature.

-- Tirukural (Kural 324)




